
MODULE 2 SUMMARY       

     Then something strange happened. Afterward folks swore the rainbow whispered it. I don’t know. But whether it was a whisper or a thought, everyone had the same knowing 

at the same moment: “Dying ain’t important. Everybody does that. What matters is how well you do your living.” 

—Julius Lester, John Henry 

Throughout our nation’s history, the West has symbolized hope, courage, and possibility. Native populations and early settlers, however, encountered the harshness of life in the 

West firsthand. What growth came from their struggles? What was life like in the American West for those native to the land? What was it like for those who settled there? How 

do changes impact people and nature? This module explores changes to the people and the environment of the West, building on the concept of change introduced in Module 1. 

Students begin their study of the American West by reading The Buffalo Are Back. Students analyze connected historical events as they question the relationships between 

people and nature. Students also engage with Carl Sandburg’s poem, “Buffalo Dusk,” which furthers students’ understanding of life—and change—in the West. 

Through the texts Plains Indians and Journey of a Pioneer, students understand life in the West before and after the arrival of the settlers. Students build knowledge of 

informational text features and identify topics and details as they read Plains Indians. The first-person account Journey of the Pioneer provides insight to characters’ responses to 

new experiences and challenges while traveling West on the Oregon Trail. 

Students examine meaningful life lessons in The Legend of Bluebonnet and in stories of the legendary Johnny Appleseed and John Henry. Students compare and contrast major 

events in two versions of two legends: Johnny Appleseed (The Story of Johnny Appleseed by Aliki and Johnny Appleseed by Steven Kellogg) and John Henry (John Henry: An 

American Legend by Ezra Jack Keats and John Henry by Julius Lester). This analysis reveals the exaggerations in these stories and illuminates how authors build legends. 

The culminating End-of-Module (EOM) Task requires students to write an informative paragraph using evidence from the texts to compare the legends of either Johnny 

Appleseed or John Henry to the lives of real pioneers. In this culminating task, students share their knowledge of the growth that emerged from the struggles of early settlers in 

the American West. 

 
                                                                                                                                                                                       



MODULE LEARNING GOALS 
Knowledge Goals 
▪ Recognize change over time in the West. 
▪ Build understanding of the interrelationships between people and nature. 
▪ Identify characteristics of life and challenges faced by the pioneers and Native Americans in the West. 
▪ Recognize that stories can contain important life lessons. 
Reading Goals 
▪ Build knowledge of topic-specific words and use text features in informational text to support comprehension. (RI.2.4, RI.2.5) 
▪ Identify the main topic of informational text and describe connections between historical events. (RI.2.2, RI.2.3) 
▪ Recount a story and determine the underlying lesson. (RL.2.2) 
▪ Identify similarities and differences in two versions of the same story. (RL.2.9) 
▪ Identify how characters respond to major events challenges in a text. (RL.2.3) 
Writing Goals 
▪ Write informative paragraphs using information from module texts that include an introduction, topic statement, evidence, and conclusion. (W.2.2, W.2.8) 
▪ Incorporate peer feedback when revising informative paragraphs. (W.2.2, W.2.5, W.2.8) 
▪ Publish informative paragraphs using digital tools. (W.2.6) 
▪ Write informative paragraphs comparing and contrasting differences between texts about the same legend. (W.2.2, W.2.8) 
▪ Organize and choose text evidence to respond to a prompt. (W.2.8) 
Speaking & Listening Goals 
▪ Create an audio recording of a story. (SL.2.5) 
▪ Produce sentences that are complete and contain detail. (SL.2.6) 
Language Goals 
▪ Describe events using the past tense of regular and frequently occurring irregular verbs. (L.2.1.d) 
▪ Use irregular plural nouns and collective nouns. (L.2.1.a, L.2.1.b) 
▪ Provide specific detail by choosing and capitalizing proper nouns. (L.2.2.a) 
▪ Determine the meaning of unknown words and phrases in a text, using context clues, affixes, and root words. (L.2.4.a, L.2.4.b, L.2.4.c) 

 

CORE TEXTS 
       Picture Book (Informational) 

▪ The Buffalo Are Back, Jean Craighead George 
▪ Journey of a Pioneer, Patricia J. Murphy 
▪ Plains Indians, Andrew Santella       

       Picture Book (Literary) 
▪ Johnny Appleseed, Steven Kellogg 
▪ John Henry: An American Legend, Ezra Jack Keats 
▪ John Henry, Julius Lester 
▪ The Legend of the Bluebonnet, Tomie dePaola 
▪ The Story of Johnny Appleseed, Aliki 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY TEXTS 
      Images 

▪ "American Indians and the Alaskan Natives in the United States," United 
States Census Bureau 

▪ Oregon Trail Map, Legends of America 
▪ US Territorial Growth, Wikimedia Commons 

       Websites 
▪ "Who was Johnny Appleseed?" Scholastic News 
▪ John Henry and the Coming of the Railroad, NPS 
▪ "Legend," Encyclopedia Britannica 

       Videos 
▪ American History to 1920 - Children's Video Project 
▪ The Donner Party Excerpt, History Channel 
▪ "Comanche Warrior- Documentary Excerpt, Part 1" 
▪ "Buffalo Dusk", YouTube 
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       Painting 
▪ Among the Sierra Nevada, California, Albert Bierstadt                

Poetry 
▪ “Buffalo Dusk,” Carl Sandburg 

TRANSFER GOALS 
MODULE 2  

Transfer Goals highlight the effective use of understanding, knowledge, and skill that we want students to be able to do when they confront new challenges.  It is the ability to 

transfer learning independently in not just one setting but varied real-world situations.   

KNOWLEDGE 
Students will be able to 

independently transfer their 

learning to: 

Continue to grow knowledge 

about the connections between 

people and nature over time. 

READING 
Students will be able to 

independently transfer their 

learning to: 

Identify the main topic, topic 

specific vocabulary, and text 

features in any informational text.    

Be able to identify the underlying 

lesson in any story.  Be able to 

compare and contrast two stories 

about the same topic. 

WRITING 
Students will be able to 

independently transfer their 

learning to: 

Write and publish informative 

and compare and contrast 

paragraphs that include an 

introduction, topic statement, 

evidence, and a conclusion.  Be 

able to receive feedback about 

their writing from a peer. 

SPEAKING/LISTENING 
Students will be able to 

independently transfer their 

learning to: 

Create an audio version of a 

story with detailed sentences. 

LANGUAGE 
Students will be able to 

independently transfer their 

learning to: 

Be able to use past tense of 

regular verbs, irregular verbs, 

irregular plural nouns, and 

collective nouns when speaking. 

 

 
 

MODULE 2 
LESSONS 1-5 

ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What was life like in the West for early Americans? 
WRITING: Informative 

FOCUSING QUESTION LESSONS 1-5: How did the actions of American Indians and early Americans impact the prairie in the American West? 

STAGE 1- DESIRED RESULTS 

FOCUS STANDARDS are explicitly taught and practiced throughout the module.  SUPPORTING STANDARDS are practiced throughout the module due to their alignment with 
the study of a particular text but not necessarily explicitly taught. CONTINUING STANDARDS are taught across modules and not listed as focus standards for any particular 
module.  Standards denoted with the asterisk (*) symbol represent the focus standards. 

FOCUS STANDARDS 

READING 

READING LITERATURE 
RL.2.2  
Recount stories, including fables and 
folktales from diverse cultures, and 
determine their central message, lesson, 
or moral. 

FOCUS STANDARDS 

WRITING  

W.2.2 
Write informative/explanatory texts in 
which they introduce a topic, use facts 
and definitions to develop points, and 
provide a concluding statement or section. 
W.2.5 

FOCUS STANDARDS 
SPEAKING/LISTENING  

SL.2.5 
Create audio recordings of stories or 
poems; add drawings or other visual 
displays to stories or recounts of 
experiences when appropriate to clarify 
ideas, thoughts, and feelings. 

FOCUS STANDARDS 

LANGUAGE  

L.2.1.b 
Form and use frequently occurring 
irregular plural nouns (e.g., feet, children, 
teeth, mice, fish).and collective nouns 
(e.g. group). 
L.2.2.a 

http://witeng.link/0852
http://witeng.link/0103


RL.2.3 
Describe how characters in a story 
respond to major events and challenges. 
RL.2.9 
Compare and contrast two or more 
versions of the same story (e.g., 
Cinderella stories) by different authors or 
from different cultures. 
 
READING INFORMATIONAL  
RI.2.4 
Determine the meaning of words and 
phrases in a text relevant to a Grade 2 
topic or subject area. 

With guidance and support from adults 
and peers, focus on a topic and 
strengthen writing as needed by revising 
and editing. 
W.2.6 
With guidance and support from adults, 
use a variety of digital tools to produce 
and publish writing, including in 
collaboration with peers. 
W.2.8 
Recall information from experiences or 
gather information from provided sources 
to answer a question. 
 

SL.2.6 
Produce complete sentences when 
appropriate to task and situation in order 
to provide requested detail or clarification. 

Capitalize holidays, product names, and 
geographic names. 
L.2.4.a 
Use sentence-level context as a clue to 
the meaning of a word or phrase. 
L.2.4.b 
Determine the meaning of the new word 
formed when a known prefix is added to a 
known word (e.g., happy/unhappy, 
tell/retell). 
L.2.4.c 
Use a known root word as a clue to the 
meaning of an unknown word with the 
same root (e.g., addition, additional). 
 

STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE 
READING 
I can…. 

RL.2.2 
I can recount a story from different 
cultures. 
I can tell others what the story means by 
using words from the story. 
I can tell others the lesson the story is 
teaching us. 
RL.2.3 
I can identify the characters in a text. 
I can identify the major events or 
challenges in a text. 
I can describe how characters respond to 
major events and challenges in a text. 
RL.2.9 
I can find similarities and differences 
between similar stories by different 
authors. 
I can find similarities and differences 
between similar stories from different 
cultures. 
RI.2.4 
I can accurately define words and phrases 
when I read for information. 

STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE 
WRITING 
I can…. 

W.2.2 
I can write a topic sentence for an 
informative and explanatory text. 
I can use facts to support my topic for an 
informative and explanatory text. 
I can use definitions to support my topic 
for an informative and explanatory text. 
I can write a conclusion sentence for an 
informative and explanatory text. 
W.2.5 
I can write about one topic with supporting 
details.  
I can revise my writing with help from 
others. 
I can edit my writing with help from others. 
W.2.6 
I can use a variety of technology tools 
with my teacher’s help to write and share 
projects with my classmates. 
W.2.8 
I can use what I know, what I have read, 
and/or what I have learned to write an 
answer to a question. 
 
 

STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE 
SPEAKING/LISTENING 

I can… 
SL.2.5 
I can make a recording of a story or poem 
as I read aloud. 
I can make and use drawings or displays 
to help add details to tell about a story or 
an experience. 
SL.2.6 
I can speak in complete sentences to give 
someone more information or ask 
questions. 
I can tell the difference between a 
complete sentence and an incomplete 
sentence. 
 

STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE 
LANGUAGE 

I can… 
L.2.1.b 
I can use a noun to tell about a group. 
I can use irregular nouns to tell about a 
group. (e.g. one tooth but four teeth, one 
mouse but six mice). 
L.2.2.a 
I can capitalize holidays, product names, 
and important places (e.g., Christmas, 
Legos, South Dakota). 
L.2.4.a, L.2.4.b, L.2.4.c 
I can tell what a word means by how it is 
use in the sentence.  
I can tell what a word means by looking at 
the root word, and prefix. 
I can tell what a compound word means 
by looking at the two smaller words that 
make up the compound word. 
 



 
 

STAGE 2-ASSESSMENT EVIDENCE- REQUIRED 
Major assessments (Focusing Question Tasks, New-Read Assessments, Socratic Seminars, and EOM Tasks) primarily assess module FOCUS STANDARDS.    
It is expected that students will have many learning opportunities that are based on the focus standards before these assessments are assigned. 

ASSESSMENTS 
LESSON 3, 4, & 5 FQT 
Write an informative paragraph about how the American Indians, settlers, and President Theodore Roosevelt made an impact on the prairie in the early American West. 
FQT 1 
 
EOM 
Write an informative paragraph comparing the life of one legendary person (either Johnny Appleseed or John Henry) to real-life pioneers and explaining the differences.  
EOM Task 
 
ANSWER KEYS AND RUBRICS 
Lesson 4: Focusing Question Task 1 Sample Response 
 

STAGE 3- LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

MODULE 2 
LESSONS 1-5 

ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What was life like in the West for early Americans? 
WRITING: Informative 

FOCUSING QUESTION LESSONS 1-5:  How did the actions of American Indians and early Americans impact the prairie in the American West? 

LESSON & 
ASSESSMENTS 

LEARNING GOALS & 
STANDARDS 

TEXT CONTENT FRAMING CRAFT QUESTIONS 
WRITING 

DEEP DIVE 
VOCABULARY/ 

STYLE & CONVENTIONS 

L1 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 26 

Ask and answer questions 
about The Buffalo Are 
Back and “Buffalo Dusk.” 
(RI.2.1) 
 
Use a known root word 
(settle) as a clue to the 
meaning of unknown 
words (settling, settler, 
settled) with the same root 
word. (L.2.4.c) 

The Buffalo Are Back, 
Jean Craighead George 
 
“Buffalo Dusk,” Carl 
Sandburg 
http://witeng.link/0103 
 
“Buffalo Dusk” video 
http://witeng.link/0104 

 

WONDER: 
What do you notice and 
wonder about The Buffalo 
Are Back? 
 
Launch TE p. 28 
Learn TE p. 29 
Land TE p. 34 
Wrap TE p. 35 
 

 

 DEEP DIVE: 
VOCABULARY 
Using Root Words to Find 
Meaning: Settle 
 
Launch TE p. 36 
Learn TE p. 36 
Land TE p. 38 
 
 

L2 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 40 

Understand and retell 
main topics and key 
events described in The 
Buffalo Are Back. (RI.2.2) 
 

Buffalo Dusk, Carl 
Sandburg 
http://witeng.link/0103 
 

ORGANIZE:  
What’s happening in The 
Buffalo Are Back? 
 
Launch TE p. 42 

EXAMINE:  
Why are topic-specific 
words important? 
 
 

DEEP DIVE: 
VOCABULARY  
Word Line 
 

 

https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/f4dbb5dce8744291b54e8a88f1da7801
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Understand and use topic-
specific words and 
phrases in informative 
writing. (W.2.2) 
 
Distinguish shades of 
meaning among the 
related verbs wobbled, 
roamed, galloped, 
charged, and rushed. 
(L.2.5.a, L.2.5.b) 
 

The Buffalo Are Back, 
Jean Craighead George 
 
Buffalo Dusk, Video 
http://witeng.link/0104 
 

Learn TE p. 42 
Land TE p. 52 
Wrap TE p. 53 
 

Organize words on a word 
line, according to the 
speed the words describe. 
 
Launch TE p. 54 
Learn TE p. 55 
Land TE p. 56 
 

L3 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 58 

 
 

Assessment 3A: Focusing 
Question Task 1 

 

Describe relationships 
between people, plants, 
and animals in The Buffalo 
Are Back. (RI.2.3) 

 
Identify words that are not 
topic-specific in a 
sentence and replace with 
topic-specific words. 
(W.2.2) 
 
Categorize academic 
words from The Buffalo 
Are Back into two 
categories to build an 
understanding of the 
word tough. 
(L.2.4.a, L.2.5.a) 
 

 
 
 

The Buffalo Are Back, 
Jean Craighead George 
 
Buffalo Dusk, Carl 
Sandburg 
 

REVEAL:  
What does a deeper 
exploration of connections 
between people, plants, 
and animals reveal in The 
Buffalo Are Back? 

 
Handout 3A: Response 
Cards with Icons 

 
Handout 3B: Topic-
Specific Words  

 
Launch TE p. 60 
Learn TE p. 61 
Land TE p. 66 
Wrap TE p. 66 

EXPERIMENT:  
How do topic-specific 
words work? 
 

DEEP DIVE: 
VOCABULARY 
Academic Vocabulary 
 
Handout 3C: Academic 
Vocabulary Sort 
 
Launch TE p. 67 
Learn TE p. 67 
Land TE p. 69 
 

L4 
 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p.  72 

 
 

Use the words and 
illustrations in The Buffalo 
Are Back to determine the 
text’s essential meaning. 
(RI.2.2, RI.2.7) 
 
Express understanding of 
how the American Indians 
and early Americans 

The Buffalo Are Back, 
Jean Craighead George 
 
Buffalo Dusk, Carl 
Sandburg 
http://witeng.link/0103 
 

DISTILL: 
What is the essential 
meaning of The Buffalo 
Are Back? 
 
Launch TE p. 74 
Learn TE p. 75 
Land TE p. 81 
Wrap TE p. 82 

EXECUTE: 
How do I use topic-specific 
words in an informative 
paragraph? 
 

DEEP DIVE: 
VOCABULARY 
Topic-Specific Vocabulary 
 
Identify and describe the 
process of categorizing 
words. 
 
Handout 4B 
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Assessment 3A: Focusing 
Question Task 1 

impacted the prairie in the 
early American West. 
(RI.2.3, W.2.2, W.2.8) 
 
Categorize topic-specific 
vocabulary to make real-
life connections between 
words. (L.2.5.a) 

  
Launch TE p. 83 
Learn TE p. 83 
Land TE p. 84 
 
 

L5 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 86 

 
 

Assessment 3A: Focusing 
Question Task 1 

 
 

Understand and apply 
correct structure to an 
informative paragraph with 
a topic statement, 
evidence, and concluding 
statement and include text-
specific words and 
phrases that enhance 
meaning. 
(RI.2.3, W.2.2, W.2.8) 
 
Identify real-life 
connections between the 
concept of impact and 
topic-specific vocabulary. 
(L.2.5.a) 

The Buffalo Are Back, 
Jean Craighead George 

 
Buffalo Dusk, Carl 
Sandburg 
http://witeng.link/0103 
 

KNOW:  
How do The Buffalo Are 
Back and “Buffalo Dusk 
build my knowledge of the 
American West? 
 
Handout 4A: Focusing 
Question Task 1 Evidence 
Organizer 
 
Launch TE p. 88 
Learn TE p. 88 
Land TE p. 92 
Wrap TE p. 93 
 

EXECUTE:  
How do I use topic-specific 
words in an informative 
paragraph? 
 
EXCEL:  
How do I improve my 
informative paragraph with 
topic-specific words? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DEEP DIVE: 
VOCABULARY 
Academic Vocabulary 
 
Students use impacted 
correctly and make 
connections between 
impact and a real-life 
example.  
 
Launch TE p. 94 
Learn TE p. 94 
Land TE p. 95 

STANDARDS FOCUS 

Lesson 1-5 

W2.2, W2.5 
Topic Sentences 

4th ed. SUW TE p.320 

 Lesson 1-5 

W2.2, W2.5 
Turning a Prompt into Topic Sentences  

4th ed. SUW p.322  

 Lesson 1-5 

W2.2, W2.5 
Topic Sentence Variety  

4th ed. SUW p.324  

 Lesson 1-5 

W2.2, W2.5 
Adding a Plan Sentence  
4th ed. SUW TE p.327  

 Lesson 1-5 

W2.2, W2.5 
Adding a Lead 

4th ed. SUW p.329 

 
 

SMALL GROUP/INDEPENDENT/LITERATURE DISCUSSION GROUPS  

Differentiated Volume of Reading Tier 2 intervention for students who need 
a “double-dose” of Fundations. 

Small group reading with appropriate text 
based on student need. 

Extended independent reading from 
Appendix D of each Wit and Wisdom 
Module unit topics. 
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SOCIAL STUDIES FOR  
Correlation to MODULE 2 Lessons 1-5 

STANDARDS &  
LEARNING GOALS 

FOCUS FORMATIVE PERFORMANCE TASK 
RESOURCES/MATERIALS 

G8.2.2 Use geographic representations to describe the 
physical and human characteristics of a community    
G8.2.1 Use map keys, legends, symbols, intermediate 
directions, scale, & compass rose to derive information 
from maps.    
G8.2,3 Construct and label maps of familiar and 
unfamiliar places.    
G8.1.2 use geographic representations (symbols on 
map, pictures) to describe the physical (landforms, 
vegetation, weather, etc.) and human (buildings, cultural 
elements, economics, etc.) characteristics of a 
community   
C2.2.3 Describe roles and responsibilities of individuals 
in a democracy.   
C3.2.3 Describe ways communities work to accomplish 
common tasks and establish responsibility.   
E4.2.1 Discuss importance of scarcity in relation to 
choices & opportunity costs. 
 

Unit:  Living and Working Together in a Community  
Lesson: Roxaboxen   
  
Essential Question: What makes up a community?  
    
Supporting Question(s):  

• What are the roles and responsibilities of 
individuals in communities? 

• What geographical/physical and human/man-
made features were found in Roxaboxen  

• What would you include on a map 
of Roxaboxen?  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Creating a Classroom Community Lesson  
  
Somewhere, USA: Creating a Community, Part I  
Somewhere, USA: Creating a Community, Part II   
Somewhere, USA: Creating a Community, Part III   
  
BEFORE READING: Have students discuss what they 
think an ideal community would be like. Tell them they 
are going to have an opportunity to create their own 
imaginary community.    
DURING READING: Reread Roxaboxen and complete 
chart in “Creating a Classroom Community Lesson” 
on Roxaboxen as you read. Using a map of Little Rock 
and information on Little Rock compare the communities 
as defined by landforms, bodies of water, natural 
resources, transportation, climate, and human/man-
made features. (Chart on Comparison Organizer)  
AFTER READING: Use the lessons above to help 
develop a plan for how your students will design an 
ideal community. Students will decide what to include in 
their community. Extension: A class model of the 
community can also be done.   
TCM - Exploring Social Studies: Arkansas Edition 
Student Handbook: “Hiking in the Mountains” (p. 26)  
“Arkansas State Map” (p. 40)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UuT4kPzdlW6HmASvWli9ebsJ7ml10d-r
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dJQMMDYO4QBnBaHAOy7L3ZV_Gnd_HrZR
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1srS50OziU5otgmCUJUe4VU3_up78g7Q2
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RGyVwuosV3FUTYPz9gImCmgyckWZh7ec


MODULE 2 
LESSONS 6-10 

ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What was life like in the West for early Americans? 
WRITING: Informative 

FOCUS QUESTION LESSONS 6-10: What was life like for Plains Indians in the early American West? 

 STAGE 1- DESIRED RESULTS 

FOCUS STANDARDS are explicitly taught and practiced throughout the module.  SUPPORTING STANDARDS are practiced throughout the module due to their alignment with 
the study of a particular text but not necessarily explicitly taught. CONTINUING STANDARDS are taught across modules and not listed as focus standards for any particular 
module.  Standards denoted with the asterisk (*) symbol represent the focus standards. 

FOCUS STANDARDS 
READING 

READING LITERATURE 
RL.2.2  
Recount stories, including fables and 
folktales from diverse cultures, and 
determine their central message, lesson, 
or moral. 
RL.2.3 
Describe how characters in a story 
respond to major events and challenges. 
RL.2.9 
Compare and contrast two or more 
versions of the same story (e.g., 
Cinderella stories) by different authors or 
from different cultures. 
 
READING INFORMATIONAL 
*RI.2.1  
Ask and answer questions ad who, what, 
where, when, why, and how to 
demonstrate understanding of key details 
in a text. 
*RI.2.2 
Identify the main topic of a multi paragraph 
text as well as the focus of specific 
paragraphs within the text.  
RI.2.4 
Determine the meaning of words and 
phrases in a text relevant to a Grade 2 
topic or subject area. 

FOCUS STANDARDS 
WRITING  

*W.2.2 
Write informative/explanatory texts in 
which they introduce a topic, use facts and 
definitions to develop points, and provide a 
concluding statement or section. 
W.2.5 
With guidance and support from adults 
and peers, focus on a topic and strengthen 
writing as needed by revising and editing. 
W.2.6 
With guidance and support from adults, 
use a variety of digital tools to produce 
and publish writing, including in 
collaboration with peers. 
*W.2.8 
Recall information from experiences or 
gather information from provided sources 
to answer a question. 
 

FOCUS STANDARDS 
SPEAKING/LISTENING  

 
*SL.2.1.a 
Follow agreed-upon rules for 
discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in 
respectful ways, listening to others with 
care, speaking one at a time about 
topics and texts under discussion). 
*SL.2.1.b 
 

FOCUS STANDARDS 
LANGUAGE  

*L.2.1.b 
Form and use frequently occurring 
irregular plural nouns (e.g., feet, 
children, teeth, mice, fish).and collective 
nouns (e.g. group). 
*L.2.2.a 
Capitalize holidays, product names, and 
geographic names. 
L.2.4.a 
Use sentence-level context as a clue to 
the meaning of a word or phrase. 
L.2.4.b 
Determine the meaning of the new word 
formed when a known prefix is added to 
a known word (e.g., happy/unhappy, 
tell/retell). 
*L.2.4.c 
Use a known root word as a clue to the 
meaning of an unknown word with the 
same root (e.g., addition, additional). 
*L.2.4.e 
Use glossaries and beginning 
dictionaries, both print and digital, to 
determine or clarify the meaning of 
words and phrases.  

 STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE 
READING 

 STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE 
WRITING 

 STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE 
SPEAKING/LISTENING 

 STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE 
LANGUAGE 



I can…. 
RL.2.2 
I can recount a story from different 
cultures. 
I can tell others what the story means by 
using words from the story. 
I can tell others the lesson the story is 
teaching us. 
RL.2.3 
I can identify the characters in a text. 
I can identify the major events or 
challenges in a text. 
I can describe how characters respond to 
major events and challenges in a text. 
RL.2.9 
I can find similarities and differences 
between similar stories by different 
authors. 
I can find similarities and differences 
between similar stories from different 
cultures. 
RI.2.1 
I can ask and answer who, what, where, 
why, and how questions about what I read.   
RI.2.2 
I can identify the main topic of a text.  
I can identify the main topic of a 
paragraph. 
RI.2.4 
I can accurately define words and phrases 
when I read for information. 

I can…. 
W.2.2 
I can write a topic sentence for an 
informative and explanatory text. 
I can use facts to support my topic for an 
informative and explanatory text. 
I can use definitions to support my topic 
for an informative and explanatory text. 
I can write a conclusion sentence for an 
informative and explanatory text. 
W.2.5 
I can write about one topic with supporting 
details.  
I can revise my writing with help from 
others. 
I can edit my writing with help from others. 
W.2.6 
I can use a variety of technology tools with 
my teacher’s help to write and share 
projects with my classmates. 
W.2.8 
I can use what I know, what I have read, 
and/or what I have learned to write an 
answer to a question. 

 

I can… 
SL.2.1.a, SL.2.1.b 
I can talk with any of my classmates and 
adults about interesting topics and 
books. 
I can stay on topic. 
I can speak in small and large groups.  
I can respect others by waiting for my 
turn to speak.  
I can respectfully listen to others and join 
their conversations.  
I can ask questions to the speaker to 
find out more information.  
SL.2.5 
I can make a recording of a story or poem 
as I read aloud. 
I can make and use drawings or displays 
to help add details to tell about a story or 
an experience. 
SL.2.6 
I can speak in complete sentences to give 
someone more information or ask 
questions. 
I can tell the difference between a 
complete sentence and an incomplete 
sentence. 

 

I can… 
L.2.1.b 
I can use a noun to tell about a group. 
I can use irregular nouns to tell about a 
group. (e.g., one tooth but four teeth, 
one mouse but six mice). 
L.2.2.a 
I can capitalize holidays, product 
names, and important places (e.g., 
Christmas, Legos, South Dakota). 
L.2.4.a, L.2.4.b, L.2.4.c 
I can tell what a word means by how it 
is use in the sentence.  
I can tell what a word means by looking 
at the root word, and prefix. 
I can tell what a compound word means 
by looking at the two smaller words that 
make up the compound word. 
L.2.4.e 
I can tell what a word means by how it 
is used in the sentence.  
I can tell what a word means by 
looking at the root word and prefix. 
I can tell what a compound word 
means by looking at the two smaller 
words that make up the compound 
word.  
I can find the meaning of words in 
glossaries and dictionaries.  

    

STAGE 2 – ASSESSMENT EVIDENCE- REQUIRED 

Major assessments (Focusing Question Tasks, New-Read Assessments, Socratic Seminars, and EOM Tasks) primarily assess module FOCUS STANDARDS.    
It is expected that students will have many learning opportunities that are based on the focus standards before these assessments are assigned 

ASSESSMENTS 
LESSON 9 FQT 
Write an informative paragraph about how the Plains Indians used plants and animals. FQT 2 
 
LESSON 10 SS 
Identify characteristics of what life was like for the Plains Indians in the early American West. SS 
 

https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/743ef92857de43aab4ea5f6d5f49b7c1
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/61ef31a3b1a647ff8ad306621765ded1


 

 

 

 

 

 

STAGE 3- LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

MODULE 2 
LESSONS 6-10 

ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What was life like in the West for early Americans? 
WRITING: Informative 

FOCUSING QUESTION LESSONS 6-10:  What was life like for Plains Indians in the early American West? 

LESSON & 
ASSESSMENTS 

LEARNING GOALS & 
STANDARDS 

TEXT CONTENT FRAMING CRAFT QUESTIONS 
WRITING 

DEEP DIVE 
VOCABULARY/ 

STYLE & CONVENTIONS 

L6 
 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 98 

 

Use a Wonder Wheel to 
ask and answer questions 
about Plains Indians. 
(RI.2.1) 
 
With support, identify and 
explain the purpose of 
frequently occurring 
irregular plural nouns. 
(L.2.1.b) 
 
 
 

Plains Indians, Andrew 
Santella 

 

WONDER: 
What do I notice and 
wonder about the text, 
Plain Indians? 
 
Wonder Wheel Chart 
 
Notice and Wonder Chart 
 
Launch TE p. 100 
Learn TE p. 101 
Land TE p. 105 
Wrap TE p. 105 
 

 DEEP DIVE: STYLE & 
CONVENTIONS  
Examine Irregular Plural 
Nouns  
 
EXAMINE: 
Why are irregular plural 
nouns important? 
 
Launch TE p. 107 
Learn TE p. 108 
Land TE p. 109 
 

EOM 
Write an informative paragraph comparing the life of one legendary person (either Johnny Appleseed or John Henry) to real-life pioneers and explaining the differences. EOM 
Task 

ANSWER KEYS AND RUBRICS 
Lesson 9: Focusing Question Task 2 Sample Response 
Lessons 10 and 25: Socratic Seminar  Speaking and Listening Rubric 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://witeng.link/02.02.L06_Display_01_wonder_wheel
http://witeng.link/02.02.L01_Display_01_notice_wonder
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/8f4da226ef134f98a3fb6de74679c157
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/8f4da226ef134f98a3fb6de74679c157
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/09c774a57c534a0588f8ed64e00e2582
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/b16995a213614d0e8311da2f18c293f2


L7 
 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 112 

 

Recount the main topic 
and key details from pages 
10–12 of Plains Indians. 
(RI.2.2) 
 
Analyze how points 
support a topic statement 
about nomadic and non-
nomadic Plains Indians. 
(W.2.2) 
 
Form and use frequently 
occurring irregular plural 
nouns. (L.2.1.b) 
 

 
 

 

Plains Indians, Andrew 
Santella 

 

ORGANIZE: 
What’s happening 
in Plains Indians? 

 
Notice and Wonder 
Chart (from Lesson 6) 
 
Handout 6A: Fluency 
Homework 
 
Wonder Wheel 
Chart (from Lesson 6) 
 
Handout 7A: Main Topics 
and Details 
 
 
Launch TE p. 114 
Learn TE p. 114 
Land TE p. 119 
Wrap TE p. 120 
 

EXAMINE:  
Why is choosing points 
important? 

 

DEEP DIVE: STYLE & 
CONVENTIONS  
Experiment with Irregular 
Plural Nouns 
 
Handout 7B: Irregular 
Plural Nouns 
 
Launch TE p. 121 
Learn TE p. 121 
Land TE p. 122 
.  

 

L8 
 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 124 

Identify main topics and 
details and explain how 
they are used to organize 
understanding of 
informative text. (RI.2.2) 
 
Demonstrate how to 
choose points when 
writing informative text. 
(W.2.2) 
 
Form and use frequently 
occurring irregular plural 
nouns. (L.2.1.b) 

American History to 1920-
—Children’s Video Project 
http://witeng.link/0113 

 
Plains Indians, Andrew 
Santella 

 

ORGANIZE:  
What’s happening 
in Plains Indians? 

 
Launch TE p. 126 
Learn TE p. 126 
Land TE p. 130 
Wrap TE p. 131 
 

EXPERIMENT:  
How does choosing points 
work? 
 
EXPERIMENT: 
How do I vary inflection 
when reading a fluency 
passage? 

 

DEEP DIVE: STYLE & 
CONVENTIONS  
Excel with Irregular Plural 
Nouns 
 
EXCEL: 
How do I use irregular 
plural nouns in my writing? 
 
Launch TE p. 132 
Learn TE p. 133 
Land TE p. 133 
 

L9 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 136 

 
 

Record evidence and 
choose strong points for 
the Focusing Question 
Task. (W.2.2, W.2.8) 
 
Use context clues and text 
features to determine the 

Plains Indians, Andrew 
Santella 

 

REVEAL: 
What does a deeper 
exploration of plants’ and 
animals’ importance reveal 
about Plains Indians? 

 

EXECUTE:  
How do I vary inflection 
when reading a fluency 
passage? 
 
EXECUTE:   

DEEP DIVE: 
VOCBAULARY  
Explore Academic 
Vocabulary 
 
 
Launch TE p. 142 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://witeng.link/02.02.L01_Display_01_notice_wonder
http://witeng.link/02.02.L01_Display_01_notice_wonder
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/1f2351f047364f73a92cf376aa93539e
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/a1398a18969148b6925ab08844d11aad
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/a1398a18969148b6925ab08844d11aad
http://witeng.link/02.02.L06_Display_01_wonder_wheel
http://witeng.link/02.02.L06_Display_01_wonder_wheel
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/1f2351f047364f73a92cf376aa93539e
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/5dbeac4fa3a2475d89d3fc2887e39a4d
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/5dbeac4fa3a2475d89d3fc2887e39a4d
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/0b975ec6df4e4b1bbe8d564deda96cd9
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/0b975ec6df4e4b1bbe8d564deda96cd9
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://witeng.link/0113
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/


Assessment 9A: Focusing 
Question Task 2 

meaning of the academic 
and content vocabulary 
word nomadic. 
(L.2.4.a, L.2.4.e) 
 
 
 

Handout 9A: Focusing 
Question Task 2 Evidence 
Organizer 
 
Informative Writing Anchor 
Chart 
 
Handout 9B: Informative 
Writing Checklist 

 
Launch TE p. 138 
Learn TE p. 138 
Land TE p. 140 
Wrap TE p. 141 
 

How do I choose points for 
my informative paragraph? 

 

Learn TE p. 143 
Land TE p. 143 
 

L10 
 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 148 

 
 

Handout 10A: Socratic 
Seminar Self-Reflection 

 

Explain what life was like 
for Plains Indians while 
practicing how to vary 
inflection in discussions. 
(RI.2.1, RI.2.2, SL.2.1.a, S
L.2.1.b) 

 
Express understanding of 
content knowledge and 
new skills, citing evidence 
from Plains Indians. 
(RI.2.2) 
 
Pull from a variety of 
strategies (context clues, 
root words, and glossary) 
to build an understanding 
of the academic and 
content word reservation. 
(L.2.4.a, L.2.4.c, L.2.4.e) 

Plains Indians, Andrew 
Santella 

 

KNOW: 
How does Plains 
Indians build my 
knowledge? 
Speaking and Listening 
Anchor Chart 
 
Knowledge Journal Chart 

 
Launch TE p. 148 
Learn TE p. 148 
Land TE p. 151 
Wrap TE p. 152 
 

EXECUTE:  
How do I vary inflection 
when participating in a 
Socratic Seminar? 

 

DEEP DIVE: 
VOCABULARY 
Academic Vocabulary 
 
Launch TE p. 153 
Learn TE p. 153 
Land TE p. 154 
 

STANDARDS FOCUS 

Lesson 6-10 

W2.2, W2.5, W2.8 
Planning Guides for Organizing a Paragraph  

4th ed. SUW TE p.307  
 

 Lesson 6-10 

W2.2, W2.5, W2.8 
Train of Thought  

4th ed. SUW TE p.309  

SMALL GROUP/INDEPENDENT/LITERATURE DISCUSSION GROUPS 

https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/743ef92857de43aab4ea5f6d5f49b7c1
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/743ef92857de43aab4ea5f6d5f49b7c1
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/298e99f4c3994266bde89f5021cd078f
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/298e99f4c3994266bde89f5021cd078f
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/298e99f4c3994266bde89f5021cd078f
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/befef69abd3e4925bdc2853d40bb344b
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/befef69abd3e4925bdc2853d40bb344b
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/61ef31a3b1a647ff8ad306621765ded1
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/61ef31a3b1a647ff8ad306621765ded1
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/


Differentiated Volume of Reading Tier 2 intervention for students who need 
a “double-dose” of Fundations. 

Small group reading with appropriate text 
based on student need. 

Extended independent reading from 
Appendix D of each Wit and Wisdom 
Module unit topics. 

 

 

SOCIAL STUDIES FOR  
Correlation to MODULE 2 Lessons 6-10 

STANDARDS &  
LEARNING GOALS 

FOCUS FORMATIVE PERFORMANCE TASK 
RESOURCES/MATERIALS 

ASSESSMENTS             WRITING 

G.8.2.2 Use geographic representation to 
describe the physical and human 
characteristics of a community  
G.9.2.3 Explain ways weather, climate, 
and other environmental characteristics 
affect people’s lives in a place or region  
G.10.2.1 Examine ways that natural 
resources influences where people settle  
G.10.2.2 Examine reasons and ways that 
people, goods, and ideas move from 
place to place  
E.5.2.2 Describe goods and services that 
people in the local community produce 
and those that are produced in other 
communities 

 

Unit: Community   
Lesson: Differences in Rural, Urban, 
and Suburban Communities    
  
Essential Question(s):   
  
How would our lives be different if we you 
lived in a different kind of 
communities?      
     
Supporting Question(s):  
What makes a community urban, 
suburban, or rural?   
  
How are communities different and alike?  
  
What are the advantages and 
disadvantages of living in urban, 
suburban, or rural communities? 

 
 

 How Would Our Lives Be Different If We 
Lived in a Different Kind of 
Community? Inquiry    
By investigating the compelling question 
“How would our lives be different if we 
lived in a different kind of community” 
students will learn that locations offer a 
range of experiences for the people who 
live there and that there are advantages 
and disadvantages of living in each kind 
of community.  Students will work through 
a series of supporting questions, 
formative performance tasks, and sources 
to address the question.  
BEFORE READING: Introduce 
vocabulary - suburban/rural/urban  
Urban, Suburban, Rural Rap   Use to 
introduce vocabulary.  
Have students brainstorm and compile a 
list of the ways in which their lives might 
be different if they lived in a different 
place?  Select a single location to use for 
the brainstorm.  Introduce the first 
question of the inquiry “What makes a 
community urban, suburban, or 
rural?”  Tell students that they will be 
completing a class chart on which they 
will compare and contrast community 
characteristics.  Use the video City, 
Suburb and Rural Communities Video  
and featured sources for the first question 
on the inquiry to begin chart.    

Refer to the Summative Assessment in 
the inquiry.  
Students respond to the prompt “How 
would our lives be different if we lived in a 
different community?”  
 
TCM - Primary Source Reader:  A 
Family’s Story Quiz (p. 58)  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2OxYfyPmeqgWWVTNUNPWjhWN3M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2OxYfyPmeqgWWVTNUNPWjhWN3M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2OxYfyPmeqgWWVTNUNPWjhWN3M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3OBN04BsfiU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AMrOgpewspg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AMrOgpewspg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8G1oEob-IxJa0paZk1MMzh3SWc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8G1oEob-IxJa0paZk1MMzh3SWc


Types of Communities T-Chart  (Will add 
to the chart next week when reading “The 
Little House”.  
  
DURING READING: Choose books to 
read aloud or for students to read that 
have settings in different types of 
communities.  Using clues from the 
books, identify the type of community 
from each book and have students 
provide evidence from the book to 
support their answer.  If students find 
additional characteristics for one of the 
types of communities, add it to the 
chart.    
  
AFTER READING: Introduce the 
2nd question on the inquiry, “How are 
communities different and alike?  Use 
google images to display 
photographs/pictures of the students’ 
community and other communities. Have 
students write a paragraph describing 
three characteristic of Little Rock that are 
similar or different from a rural 
community.    
  
Introduce the 3rd question on the inquiry, 
“What are the advantages and 
disadvantages of living in urban, 
suburban, or rural communities?”  Create 
a class chart listing advantages and 
disadvantages of each type of 
community.  Use featured sources from 
inquiry.  You may want to show the 
following video from earlier in the week 
again.  Stop video after each type of 
community is described.  Discuss 
advantages and disadvantages of each 
type of community. YouTube Video 
Urban/Suburban/Rural Communities 

TCM - Primary Source  Reader:  A 
Family’s Story  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2OxYfyPmeqgM20yUGxSUktkS2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AMrOgpewspg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AMrOgpewspg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8G1oEob-IxJRDNMRjktd29TN1E
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8G1oEob-IxJRDNMRjktd29TN1E


Lesson (pp. 49-58)  
After Reading Activity (p. 52)  
“I Wonder” (p. 56) Students ask I 
Wonder questions about Sharon’s life 
in the rural and urban communities.  

￼TCM - Exploring Social 
Studies: Arkansas Edition Student 
Handbook:  

“Goods and Services in the 
Community” (p. 29) 

 

 

 MODULE 2 
LESSONS 11-15 

ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What was life like in the West for early Americans? 
WRITING: Informative 

FOCUSING QUESTION LESSONS 11-15: What was life like for pioneers in the early American West? 

STAGE 1- DESIRED RESULTS 

FOCUS STANDARDS are explicitly taught and practiced throughout the module.  SUPPORTING STANDARDS are practiced throughout the module due to their alignment with 
the study of a particular text but not necessarily explicitly taught. CONTINUING STANDARDS are taught across modules and not listed as focus standards for any particular 
module.  Standards denoted with the asterisk (*) symbol represent the focus standards. 

 FOCUS STANDARDS 

READING 

READING LITERATURE 
*RL.2.1 
Ask and answer such questions as who, 
what, where, when, why, and how to 
demonstrate understanding of key details 
in a text.  
*RL.2.2  
Recount stories, including fables and 
folktales from diverse cultures, and 
determine their central message, lesson, 
or moral. 
*RL.2.3 
Describe how characters in a story 
respond to major events and challenges. 
RL.2.9 
Compare and contrast two or more 
versions of the same story (e.g., 

FOCUS STANDARDS 
WRITING  

W.2.2 
Write informative/explanatory texts in 
which they introduce a topic, use facts and 
definitions to develop points, and provide a 
concluding statement or section. 
*W.2.5 
With guidance and support from adults 
and peers, focus on a topic and strengthen 
writing as needed by revising and editing. 
W.2.6 
With guidance and support from adults, 
use a variety of digital tools to produce 
and publish writing, including in 
collaboration with peers. 
*W.2.8 
Recall information from experiences or 
gather information from provided sources 
to answer a question. 

SPEAKING/LISTENING  
SL.2.5 
Create audio recordings of stories or 
poems; add drawings or other visual 
displays to stories or recounts of 
experiences when appropriate to clarify 
ideas, thoughts, and feelings. 
SL.2.6 
Produce complete sentences when 
appropriate to task and situation in order 
to provide requested detail or clarification. 

FOCUS STANDARDS-LANGUAGE  

L.2.1.b 
Form and use frequently occurring 
irregular plural nouns (e.g., feet, 
children, teeth, mice, fish).and collective 
nouns (e.g. group). 
*L.2.2.a 
Capitalize holidays, product names, and 
geographic names. 
*L.2.2.e 
Consult reference materials including 
beginning dictionaries, as needed to 
check and correct spellings. 
L.2.4.a 
Use sentence-level context as a clue to 
the meaning of a word or phrase. 
L.2.4.b 
Determine the meaning of the new word 
formed when a known prefix is added to 



Cinderella stories) by different authors or 
from different cultures. 
 
READING INFORMATIONAL  
*RI.2.1  
Ask and answer questions ad who, what, 
where, when, why, and how to 
demonstrate understanding of key details 
in a text. 
*RI.2.4 
Determine the meaning of words and 
phrases in a text relevant to a Grade 2 
topic or subject area. 

 a known word (e.g., happy/unhappy, 
tell/retell). 
L.2.4.c 
Use a known root word as a clue to the 
meaning of an unknown word with the 
same root (e.g., addition, additional). 
*L.2.4.e 
Use glossaries and beginning 
dictionaries, both print and digital, to 
determine or clarify the meaning of 
words and phrases.  
*L.2.6 
Use words and phrases acquired 
through conversations, reading and 
being read to, and responding to texts, 
including using adjectives and adverbs 
to describe.  
 

STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE 

READING 
RL.2.1 
I can ask and answer who, what, when, 
where, why, and how questions about the 
text.  
RL.2.2 
I can recount a story from different 
cultures. 
I can tell others what the story means by 
using words from the story. 
I can tell others the lesson the story is 
teaching us. 
RL.2.3 
I can identify the characters in a text. 
I can identify the major events or 
challenges in a text. 
I can describe how characters respond to 
major events and challenges in a text. 
RL.2.9 
I can find similarities and differences 
between similar stories by different 
authors. 

WRITING 
I can…. 

W.2.2 
I can write a topic sentence for an 
informative and explanatory text. 
I can use facts to support my topic for an 
informative and explanatory text. 
I can use definitions to support my topic 
for an informative and explanatory text. 
I can write a conclusion sentence for an 
informative and explanatory text. 
W.2.5 
I can write about one topic with supporting 
details.  
I can revise my writing with help from 
others. 
I can edit my writing with help from others. 
W.2.6 
I can use a variety of technology tools with 
my teacher’s help to write and share 
projects with my classmates. 
W.2.8 

SPEAKING/LISTINING 
I can… 

SL.2.5 
I can make a recording of a story or poem 
as I read aloud. 
I can make and use drawings or displays 
to help add details to tell about a story or 
an experience. 
SL.2.6 
I can speak in complete sentences to give 
someone more information or ask 
questions. 
I can tell the difference between a 
complete sentence and an incomplete 
sentence. 

 
 

LANGUAGE 
I can… 

L.2.2.e 
I can use reference materials to check 
and correct spellings.  
L.2.4.e 
I can find the meaning of words in 
glossaries and dictionaries.  
L.2.6 
I can use new words and phrases to 
describe.  
I can use details when I share 
information.  



I can find similarities and differences 
between similar stories from different 
cultures. 
RI.2.1 
I can ask and answer who, what, where, 
why, and how questions about what I read.   
RI.2.2 
I can identify the main topic of a text.  
I can identify the main topic of a 
paragraph. 
RI.2.4 
I can accurately define words and phrases 
when I read for information. 

I can use what I know, what I have read, 
and/or what I have learned to write an 
answer to a question. 
I can use a variety of technology tools with 
my teacher’s help to write and share 
projects with my classmates. 
I can use what I know, what I have read, 
and/or what I have learned to write an 
answer to a question. 

 STAGE 2 – ASSESSMENT EVIDENCE- REQUIRED 

Major assessments (Focusing Question Tasks, New-Read Assessments, Socratic Seminars, and EOM Tasks) primarily assess module FOCUS STANDARDS.    
It is expected that students will have many learning opportunities that are based on the focus standards before these assessments are assigned. 

ASSESSMENTS 
 
LESSON 11 NR 
Read pages 18–31 of Journey of a Pioneer and then answer questions about topic-specific words and details from the story.NR 1 
 
LESSON 14 FQT 
Write an informative paragraph about the challenges Pioneers face and how they respond. FQT 3 
 
EOM 
Write an informative paragraph comparing the life of one legendary person (either Johnny Appleseed or John Henry) to real-life pioneers and explaining the differences. EOM 
Task 
 
ANSWER KEYS AND RIBRICS 
Lesson 11: New-Read Assessment 1 Answer Key 
Lesson 14: Focusing Question Task 3 Sample Response 
 

 STAGE 3- LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

 MODULE 2 
LESSONS 11-15 

ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What was life like in the West for early Americans? 
WRITING: Informative 

FOCUS QUESTION: What was life like for pioneers in the early American West? 

SMALL GROUP/INDEPENDENT/LITERATURE DISCUSSION GROUPS 

Differentiated Volume of Reading Tier 2 intervention for students who need a 
“double-dose” of Fundations. 

Small group reading with appropriate text 
based on student need. 

Extended independent reading from 
Appendix D of each Wit and Wisdom 
Module unit topics. 

https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/a3d5a84cf3eb4777a8624eb48216bc86
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/171478a784144edf857fcfb8dc8b04ba
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/8f4da226ef134f98a3fb6de74679c157
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/8f4da226ef134f98a3fb6de74679c157
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/5969909729d346bfa3408602f92ecd59
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/df93396b229049c79a153546f66c8cb0


LESSON & 
ASSESSMENTS 

LEARNING GOALS & 
STANDARDS 

TEXT CONTENT FRAMING CRAFT QUESTIONS 
WRITING 

DEEP DIVE 
VOCABULARY/ 

STYLE & CONVENTIONS 

L11 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 158 

 
 

Assessment 11A: New-
Read Assessment 1 

Apply previously learned 
reading skills to state 
observations and 
generate/answer 
questions. (RL.2.1) 
 
Apply previously learned 
reading skills to reading 
and comprehending new 
text with unfamiliar topic-
specific vocabulary words. 
(RI.2.4) 
 
Examine how proper 
capitalization changes the 
meaning of writing. 
(L.2.2.a) 
 
 

  

Journey of a Pioneer, 
Patricia J. Murphy 
 
Among the Sierra Nevada, 
California, Albert Bierstadt 
 
 

NOTICE & WONDER: 
What do I notice and 
wonder about the painting 
Among the Sierra Nevada, 
California? 
 
Two blank Notice and 
Wonder Charts 
 
Wonder 
Wheel from Lesson 6 
 
Speaking and Listening 
Anchor Chart 
 
Launch TE p. 159 
Learn TE p. 160 
Land TE p. 166 
Wrap TE p. 166 
 

 DEEP DIVE: STYLE & 
CONVENTIONS  
Examine Capitalization 
 
EXAMINE: 
Why is capitalization 
important? 
 
Launch TE p. 168 
Learn TE p. 169 
Land TE p. 170 

 
 

L12 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 172 

Match key details with 
major events in a story. 
(RL.2.2) 
 
Examine examples and 
non-examples of clearly 
explained details, or 
evidence. (W.2.5) 

 
Edit sentences to ensure 
capitalization of holidays 
and geographic names. 
(L.2.2.a) 
 

Journey of a 
Pioneer, Patricia J. Murphy 

 
Among the Sierra Nevada, 
California, Albert Bierstadt 
 
Autumn Landscape, 
Maurice de Vlaminck 
 
Hunters in the 
Snow, Pieter Bruegel the 
Elder 

 
Oregon Trail 
Map, Legends of America  
http://witeng.link/0109 

 

ORGANIZE:  
What’s happening 
in Journey of a Pioneer? 
 
Launch TE p. 173 
Learn TE p. 174 
Land TE p. 180 
Wrap TE p. 181 
 

EXAMINE:  
Why are clearly explained 
details important to my 
informative paragraphs? 

 

DEEP DIVE: STYLE & 
CONVENTIONS  
Examine Capitalization 
 
EXAMINE: 
How do writers use proper 
capitalization? 

 
Launch TE p. 182 
Learn TE p. 182 
Land TE p. 183 
 

L13 
 
 

Identify information in a 
narrative nonfiction text. 
(RL.2.3) 

Oregon Trail Video 
(Donner Party) 

 

REVEAL:  
What does a deeper 
exploration of the text 

EXPERIMENT:  DEEP DIVE: 
VOCAULARY 

https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/a3d5a84cf3eb4777a8624eb48216bc86
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/a3d5a84cf3eb4777a8624eb48216bc86
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://witeng.link/02.02.L01_Display_01_notice_wonder
http://witeng.link/02.02.L01_Display_01_notice_wonder
http://witeng.link/02.02.L06_Display_01_wonder_wheel
http://witeng.link/02.02.L06_Display_01_wonder_wheel
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/1f2351f047364f73a92cf376aa93539e
http://witeng.link/02.02.L11_Display_01_Speak_Listen
http://witeng.link/02.02.L11_Display_01_Speak_Listen
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://witeng.link/0109
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://witeng.link/0116
http://witeng.link/0116


Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 186 

 
Examine how specific 
words help indicate 
challenges and responses 
in a text. (L.1.5.a) 
 
 

Journey of a Pioneer, 
Patricia J. Murphy 

 
Among the Sierra Nevada, 
California, Albert Bierstadt 

 

structure reveal 
about Journey of a 
Pioneer? 

 
Launch TE p. 187 
Learn TE p. 188 
Land TE p. 194 
Wrap TE p. 195 
 

How do I write paragraphs 
containing clearly 
explained details? 

 

Academic Vocabulary: 
Expressions 
 
Launch TE p. 196 
Learn TE p. 196 
Land TE p. 197 
 

L14 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 200 

 
 

Assessment 14A: 
Focusing Question Task 3 

 

Collect evidence of 
challenges and responses 
in a text. 
(RL.2.1, RL.2.3, W.2.8) 
 
Draft an informative 
paragraph with clearly 
explained details. (W.2.2) 
 
Write the first draft of the 
Focusing Question Task. 
(W.2.8) 
 
Develop vocabulary 
knowledge of the 
word tragedy using a 
Frayer Model. 
(L.2.4.e, L.2.2.e, L.2.6) 
 

Journey of a Pioneer, 
Patricia J. Murphy 

 
Among the Sierra Nevada, 
California, Albert Bierstadt 

 

DISTILL:  
What is the essential 
meaning of Journey of a 
Pioneer? 
 
Evidence Organizer Chart 
(to be created) 
 
Handout 14A: Frayer 
Model 
 
Launch TE p. 202 
Learn TE p. 203 
Land TE p. 207 
Wrap TE p. 207 
 

EXECUTE:  
How do I use clearly 
explained details in my 
paragraphs? 

 

DEEP DIVE: 
VOCABULARY 
Academic Vocabulary 
 
Handout 14A: Frayer 
Model. 

 
Launch TE p. 209 
Learn TE p. 209 
Land TE p. 211 
 

L15 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 214 

 
 

 Assessment 14A: 
Focusing Question Task 3 

Identify new knowledge 
gained from a text. 
(RL.2.3) 
 
Record new learning in 
Knowledge Journal. 
Revise writing to more 
clearly explain ideas. 
(W.2.5, W.2.8) 
 
Edit independent writing to 
ensure capitalization of 
holidays and geographic 
names. (L.2.2.a) 
 

Journey of a Pioneer, 
Patricia J. Murphy 

 
Among the Sierra Nevada, 
California, Albert Bierstadt 

 

KNOW:  
How does Journey of a 
Pioneer build my 
knowledge? 
 
Knowledge Journal Chart 
 
Informative Writing Anchor 
Chart 
 
Handout 15A: Informative 
Writing Checklist 
 
Launch TE p. 215 
Learn TE p. 216 

EXCEL:  
How do I add clearly 
explained details to 
improve my informative 
paragraphs? 

 

DEEP DIVE: STYLE & 
CONVENTIONS  
Excel with Capitalization 
 
EXCEL: 
How do I improve my 
informative paragraphs 
with correct capitalization? 
 
 
Launch TE p. 222 
Learn TE p. 22 
Land TE p. 223 
 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/171478a784144edf857fcfb8dc8b04ba
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/171478a784144edf857fcfb8dc8b04ba
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/b5763ed8bb1b42a0b89f183538931918
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/b5763ed8bb1b42a0b89f183538931918
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/171478a784144edf857fcfb8dc8b04ba
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/171478a784144edf857fcfb8dc8b04ba
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/1b1fb53ae44645d9bbed329efb1ade43
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/1b1fb53ae44645d9bbed329efb1ade43


 
 
 
 

Land TE p. 220 
Wrap TE p. 231 

 STEP UP TO WRITING 
Correlation to Module 1 Lessons 11-15 

The following lessons assist students in completing the EOM writing task.  Select lessons that will provide the level of support your students may need. 

STANDARDS FOCUS TOOLS 

Lesson 11-15 

W2.2, W2.8 
Facts and Opinions  

4th ed. SUW TE p.331  
B4-19a   

 Lesson 11-15 

W2.2, W2.8 
Elaboration-The E’s  

4th ed. SUW TE p.333  
B4-1c  

B4-20a  
B4-20b 
B4-21 

 Lesson 11-15 

W2.2, W2.8 
Stronger Elaboration  
4th ed. SUW TE p.336  

B4-21 

 

 

SOCIAL STUDIES FOR  
Correlation to MODULE 2 Lessons  11-15 

STANDARDS &  
LEARNING GOALS 

FOCUS FORMATIVE PERFORMANCE TASK 
RESOURCES/MATERIALS 

ASSESSMENTS             
WRITING 

G.8.21 Use map keys, legends, symbols, 
intermediate directions, scale and 
compass rose to derive information from 
maps.   
G.8.22 Use geographic representation to 
describe the physical and human 
characteristics of a community  
G.9.2.3 Explain ways weather, climate, 
and other environmental characteristics 
affect people’s lives in a place or region  
G.10.2.1 Examine ways that natural 
resources influences where people settle  
G.10.2.2 Examine reasons and ways that 
people, goods, and ideas move from place 
to place  
E.5.2.2 Describe goods and services that 
people in the local community produce 
and those that are produced in other 
communities  
 

Unit Focus: Community  
Lesson Focus:   
Essential Question(s):   
  
Does the land and natural resources of a 
region have anything to do with the types 
of communities that are found in that 
region?  
  
Supporting Question(s):  
  
What are the six regions of Arkansas?  
  
What natural resources and landforms are 
found in each region?  
  
Which regions in Arkansas are more likely 
to have urban/suburban or rural 
communities?  
  

Little House Lesson Plan    
TCM Trade Book – The Little House by Virginia 
Burton  

￼  

BEFORE READING: Review the characteristics of 
the three types of communities from last week and 
complete any work that was not finished.   Introduce 
the vocabulary words natural resources, landforms, 
political map and physical map.  Tell students that 
they will be examining physical and political maps of 
Arkansas to determine if the land and resources of 
the six regions of Arkansas relates to the types of 
communities in each region.  
DURING READING: Use the Document Based 
Questions (DBQ) resource from Unit 3 in the 
Harcourt Social Studies textbook “Land and 
Resources” to examine the question “How do people 
use land around them?”  For additional information 
refer to Unit 3 of the textbook.  Guide students as 
they answer questions about each picture of 

 Write a paragraph to answer 

the question “How do people 
use the land around 
them?  Use the landform and 
natural resources pictures to 
plan your paragraph  
DBQ Resource Unit 3—
Harcourt SS Textbook 

 

 

https://elibrary.voyagersopris.com/apps/stepuptowriting/K-2/001__Tools/005__4.%20Informative-Explanatory%20Writing%20-%20Stating%20the%20Facts/003__Developing%20the%20Topic-Elaboration/B4-19a%20Facts%20and%20Opinions.pdf
https://elibrary.voyagersopris.com/apps/stepuptowriting/K-2/001__Tools/005__4.%20Informative-Explanatory%20Writing%20-%20Stating%20the%20Facts/001__Planning,%20Organization,%20and%20Structure/005__B4-1c%20Elements%20of%20Informative-Explanatory%20Writing.pdf
https://elibrary.voyagersopris.com/apps/stepuptowriting/K-2/001__Tools/005__4.%20Informative-Explanatory%20Writing%20-%20Stating%20the%20Facts/003__Developing%20the%20Topic-Elaboration/B4-20a%20Elaboration—The%20E’s-the%20Reds.pdf
https://elibrary.voyagersopris.com/apps/stepuptowriting/K-2/001__Tools/005__4.%20Informative-Explanatory%20Writing%20-%20Stating%20the%20Facts/003__Developing%20the%20Topic-Elaboration/B4-20a%20Elaboration—The%20E’s-the%20Reds.pdf
https://elibrary.voyagersopris.com/apps/stepuptowriting/K-2/001__Tools/005__4.%20Informative-Explanatory%20Writing%20-%20Stating%20the%20Facts/003__Developing%20the%20Topic-Elaboration/B4-21a%20Strong%20E’s-The%20Reds.pdf
https://elibrary.voyagersopris.com/apps/stepuptowriting/K-2/001__Tools/005__4.%20Informative-Explanatory%20Writing%20-%20Stating%20the%20Facts/003__Developing%20the%20Topic-Elaboration/B4-21a%20Strong%20E’s-The%20Reds.pdf


 How are urban, suburban or rural 
communities of Arkansas influenced by 
geography? 

 

landforms or natural resources that is found in the 
DBQ.    
  
AFTER READING: Arkansas:  A Six Region 
Journey  
Use this website to introduce landforms in the 
different regions of Arkansas.  Use information about 
each region to draw conclusions about which types 
of communities you are most likely to find in that 
region.  Preview the videos and use to provide 
additional content on Arkansas regions and 
landforms.  Introduce students to a physical map of 
AR and use the map key to point out different 
physical features.  
  
Maps TCM Primary Sources My Community 
Then and Now  

Farms Then and Now Lesson (pp. 40-47)  
Part A:  Farms, photograph card  
Part B:  1891 Seed Catalog, The Facsimile   

TCM - Exploring Social Studies: Arkansas Edition 
Student Handbook:  

“Arkansas Maps” (pp. 7-8)  
TCM - Exploring Social Studies: Arkansas Edition 
Student Handbook:  

“The Drought of 2015” (p. 43)  
of Arkansas  
 

 

MODULE 2 
LESSON 16-19 

ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What was life like in the West for early Americans? 
WRITING: Informative Writing 

FOCUS QUESTION: What life lesson can we learn from the story of Bluebonnet?  

 STAGE 1- DESIRED RESULTS 

FOCUS STANDARDS are explicitly taught and practiced throughout the module.  SUPPORTING STANDARDS are practiced throughout the module due to their alignment with 
the study of a particular text but not necessarily explicitly taught. CONTINUING STANDARDS are taught across modules and not listed as focus standards for any particular 
module.  Standards denoted with the asterisk (*) symbol represent the focus standards. 

FOCUS STANDARDS 

READING 

READING LITERATURE  
RL.2.2  

FOCUS STANDARDS 

WRITING  

W.2.2 

FOCUS STANDARDS 
SPEAKING/LISTENING  

SL.2.5 

FOCUS STANDARDS 

LANGUAGE  

L.2.1.b 

http://www.aetn.org/programs/sixregionjourney
http://www.aetn.org/programs/sixregionjourney
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BygUCc8vNmjcSl9nRDluZ3FyVDA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BygUCc8vNmjcSEotd1VzR1NGelE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BygUCc8vNmjcSGRNdnZGNzhzbnc


Recount stories, including fables and 
folktales from diverse cultures, and 
determine their central message, lesson, 
or moral. 
RL.2.3 
Describe how characters in a story 
respond to major events and challenges. 
RL.2.9 
Compare and contrast two or more 
versions of the same story (e.g., 
Cinderella stories) by different authors or 
from different cultures. 
 
READING INFORMATIONAL 
RI.2.4 
Determine the meaning of words and 
phrases in a text relevant to a Grade 2 
topic or subject area 
 

Write informative/explanatory texts in which 
they introduce a topic, use facts and 
definitions to develop points, and provide a 
concluding statement or section. 
W.2.5 
With guidance and support from adults and 
peers, focus on a topic and strengthen 
writing as needed by revising and editing. 
W.2.6 
With guidance and support from adults, use 
a variety of digital tools to produce and 
publish writing, including in collaboration 
with peers. 
W.2.8 
Recall information from experiences or 
gather information from provided sources to 
answer a question 

Create audio recordings of stories or 
poems; add drawings or other visual 
displays to stories or recounts of 
experiences when appropriate to clarify 
ideas, thoughts, and feelings. 
SL.2.6 
Produce complete sentences when 
appropriate to task and situation in order 
to provide requested detail or clarification. 

Form and use frequently occurring 
irregular plural nouns (e.g., feet, 
children, teeth, mice, fish).and collective 
nouns (e.g. group). 
L.2.2.a 
Capitalize holidays, product names, and 
geographic names. 
L.2.4.a 
Use sentence-level context as a clue to 
the meaning of a word or phrase. 
L.2.4.b 
Determine the meaning of the new word 
formed when a known prefix is added to 
a known word (e.g., happy/unhappy, 
tell/retell). 
L.2.4.c 
Use a known root word as a clue to the 
meaning of an unknown word with the 
same root (e.g., addition, additional) 

STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE STUDENT FRIENDLY LANUAGE STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE 



 READING 
I can…. 

I can recount a story from different 
cultures. 
I can tell others what the story means by 
using words from the story. 
I can tell others the lesson the story is 
teaching us. 
I can identify the characters in a text. 
I can identify the major events or 
challenges in a text. 
I can describe how characters respond 
to major events and challenges in a text. 
I can find similarities and differences 
between similar stories by different 
authors. 
I can find similarities and differences 
between similar stories from different 
cultures. 
I can accurately define words and 
phrases when I read for information. 

WRITING 
I can…. 

I can write a topic sentence for an 
informative and explanatory text. 
I can use facts to support my topic for an 
informative and explanatory text. 
I can use definitions to support my topic for 
an informative and explanatory text. 
I can write a conclusion sentence for an 
informative and explanatory text. 
I can write about one topic with supporting 
details.  
I can revise my writing with help from others. 
I can edit my writing with help from others. 
I can write about one topic with supporting 
details.  
I can revise and my writing with help from 
others. 
I can edit my writing with help from others. 
I can use a variety of technology tools with 
my teacher’s help to write and share 
projects with my classmates. 
I can use what I know, what I have read, 
and/or what I have learned to write an 
answer to a question. 
 

SPEAKING/LISTINING 
I can… 

I can make a recording of a story or poem 
as I read aloud. 
I can make and use drawings or displays 
to help add details to tell about a story or 
an experience. 
I can speak in complete sentences to give 
someone more information or ask 
questions. 
I can tell the difference between a 
complete sentence and an incomplete 
sentence. 
I can tell what a word means by how it is 
used in the sentence 
 

LANGUAGE 
I can… 

I can use a noun to tell about a group. 
I can use irregular nouns to tell about a 
group. (e.g. one tooth but four teeth, 
one mouse but six mice). 
I can capitalize holidays, product 
names, and important places (e.g., 
Christmas, Legos, South Dakota). 
I can tell what a word means by looking 
at the root word, and prefix. 
I can tell what a compound word means 
by looking at the two smaller words that 
make up the compound word. 

STAGE 2- ASSESSMENT EVIDENCE- REQUIRED 

 Major assessments (Focusing Question Tasks, New-Read Assessments, Socratic Seminars, and EOM Tasks) primarily assess module FOCUS STANDARDS.    
It is expected that students will have many learning opportunities that are based on the focus standards before these assessments are assigned. 

ASSESSMENTS 
 
LESSON 19 FQT 
Identify the lesson of The Legend of Bluebonnet and write an informative paragraph using details to support the idea. FQT 4 
 
EOM 
Write an informative paragraph comparing the life of one legendary person (either Johnny Appleseed or John Henry) to real-life pioneers and explaining the differences. EOM 
Task 
 
Answer Keys and Rubrics 
Lesson 19: Focusing Question Task 4 Sample Response 
 

 STAGE 3- LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/275e94322f854355b8f2f0949b43b6b7
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/8f4da226ef134f98a3fb6de74679c157
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/8f4da226ef134f98a3fb6de74679c157
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/326defe8376b46d3bbfcbc672f572103


 MODULE 2 
LESSONS 16-19 

ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What was life like in the West for early Americans? 
  WRITING: Informative 

FOCUSING QUESTION LESSONS 16-19: What life lesson can we learn from the story of Bluebonnet? 

-SMALL GROUP/INDEPENDENT/LITERATURE DISCUSSION GROUPS 

Differentiated Volume of Reading Tier 2 intervention for students who need 
a “double-dose” of Fundations. 

Small group reading with appropriate text 
based on student need. 

Extended independent reading from 
Appendix D of each Wit and Wisdom 
Module unit topics. 

LESSON & 
ASSESSMENTS 

LEARNING GOALS & 
STANDARDS 

TEXT CONTENT FRAMING CRAFT QUESTIONS 
WRITING 

DEEP DIVE 
VOCABULARY/ 

STYLE & CONVENTIONS 

L16 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 226 

Ask and answer questions 
about The Legend of the 
Bluebonnet (RL.2.1). 
 
Use sentence-level context 
to determine the meaning 
of the words distant, 
cease, and thrust. 
(L.2.4.a) 
 
 
 

The Legend of the 
Bluebonnet, Tomie 
dePaola 

 
“Legend,” Encyclopedia 
Britannica 
 

WONDER: 
What do I notice and 
wonder about The Legend 
of the Bluebonnet? 
 
Notice and Wonder 
Chart for The Legend of 
the Bluebonnet 
 
Speaking and Listening 
Anchor Chart 
 
Wonder 
Wheel from Lesson 6 
 
Knowledge Chart 
 
Handout 16A: Reader’s 
Theater Script 
 
Launch TE p. 227 
Learn TE p. 228 
Land TE p. 232 
Wrap TE p. 233 
 

 DEEP DIVE: 
VOCABULARY 
Context Clues 
 
Launch TE p. 234 
Learn TE p. 234 
Land TE p. 236 
.  
 

L17 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 238 

Recount what happens 
in The Legend of the 
Bluebonnet (RL.2.2) 
 

The Legend of the 
Bluebonnet, Tomie 
dePaola 
 

ORGANIZE:  
What’s happening in The 
Legend of the Bluebonnet? 

 
Story Stones/ 

EXAMINE:  
Why are introductions 
important? 
 

DEEP DIVE: 
VOCABULARY  
Academic Vocabulary 
 
 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://witeng.link/02.02.L16_Display_02_notice_wonder
http://witeng.link/02.02.L16_Display_02_notice_wonder
http://witeng.link/02.02.L16_Display_01_wonder_wheel
http://witeng.link/02.02.L16_Display_01_wonder_wheel
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/1f2351f047364f73a92cf376aa93539e
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/acb72059c7d945caabec2f26d44460a5
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/acb72059c7d945caabec2f26d44460a5
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/


Determine criteria for an 
introduction in an 
informative 
paragraph. (W.2.2) 
 
Make real-life connections 
to the word sacrifice and 
use a beginner dictionary 
to confirm its meaning. 
(L.2.4.e, L.2.5.a) 
 

American Indians and 
Alaskan Natives in the 
United States, United 
States Census Bureau 
 

Story Stones Chart 
 
Informative Writing  
Anchor Chart 
 
Speaking and  
Listening Anchor Chart 
 
Handout 16A: Reader’s 
Theater Script 

 
Launch TE p. 240 
Learn TE p. 240 
Land TE p. 245 
Wrap TE p. 246 
 

Launch TE p. 247 
Learn TE p. 247 
Land TE p. 248 
 

L18 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 250 

Explore story events and 
character responses 
(RL.2.3). 
 
Examine the function of 
introductory statements in 
informative paragraphs 
(W.2.2) 
 
Use a known root word 
(value, possess,  
forgive) as a clue to the 
meaning of an unknown 
word with the same root 
(valued, possession, for
giveness). (L.2.4.c) 
 
 
 

The Legend of the 
Bluebonnet, Tomie 
dePaola 

 
Comanche Warrior 
Documentary Excerpt, Part 
 http://witeng.link/0120 
 

REVEAL:  
What does a deeper 
exploration of how 
characters respond to 
major events reveal in The 
Legend of the Bluebonnet? 
 
Handout 16A: Reader’s 
Theater Script 
 
Informative Writing Anchor 
Chart 
 
Speaking and Listening 
Anchor Chart 
 
Handout 18A: Mixed-Up 
Paragraph 
 
Launch TE p. 251 
Learn TE p. 252 
Land TE p. 256 
Wrap TE p. 257 
 

EXAMINE:  
How do introductions 
work? 

DEEP DIVE: 
VOCABULARY 
Academic Vocabulary 
 
Launch TE p. 258 
Learn TE p. 258 
Land TE p. 260 
.  
 

L19 
 
 

Determine the lesson 
of The Legend of the 
Bluebonnet and explain 

The Legend of the 
Bluebonnet, Tomie 
dePaola 

DISTILL:  
What is the lesson of The 
Legend of the Bluebonnet? 

EXECUTE:  
How do I use introductions 
in informative paragraphs? 

DEEP DIVE: 
VOCABULARY  
The Suffix -ly 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/acb72059c7d945caabec2f26d44460a5
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/acb72059c7d945caabec2f26d44460a5
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://witeng.link/0120
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/acb72059c7d945caabec2f26d44460a5
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/acb72059c7d945caabec2f26d44460a5
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/05e76166d6a445539ce22bda2b665bf2
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/05e76166d6a445539ce22bda2b665bf2


Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 262 

 
 

 Assessment 19A: 
Focusing Question Task 4 

how it is supported by key 
details. (RL.1.2) 
 
Write an introduction as 
part of an informative 
paragraph (W.2.2, W.2.8) 
 
Identify and determine the 
meaning of adverbs 
ending in –ly. 
(L.2.1.e, L.2.6) 
 

  
Informative Writing Anchor 
Chart 
 
Handout 19A: Informative 
Writing Checklist 
 
Handout 19B: 
Identification and 
Explanation of Adverbs 
 
Assessment 19A: 
Focusing Question Task 4 
 
Central Message Anchor 
Chart 

 
Launch TE p. 263 
Learn TE p. 263 
Land TE p. 269 
Wrap TE p. 269 
 

  
Launch TE p. 270 
Learn TE p. 270 
Land TE p. 271 
 

STEP UP TO WRITING 
Correlation to Module 1 Lessons 16-19 

The following lessons assist students in completing the EOM writing task.  Select lessons that will provide the level of support your students may need. 

STANDARDS FOCUS 

  

Lesson 16-19  Accordion Paragraph  
4th ed. SUW TE p.303  

 

SOCIAL STUDIES FOR  
Correlation to MODULE 2 Lessons 16-19  

STANDARDS &  
LEARNING GOALS 

FOCUS FORMATIVE PERFORMANCE TASK 
RESOURCES/MATERIALS 

ASSESSMENTS             
WRITING 

H.12.2.3 Compare life in your community 
past & present using maps, photographs, 
news stories, artifacts, or interviews.   
G.8.22 Use geographic representation to 
describe the physical and human 
characteristics of a community  

Unit: Communities—Past and Present  
Lesson: Family Life  
Essential Question: How have families 
and communities changed over time?  
Supporting Question(s):  

Students will be examining how families live in 
different communities today and in the past.  
TCM - Primary Source Reader:  Families Through 
Time  

￼Lesson (pp. 3-12)  
Before, During, and After Reading Activities  

TCM -  
Primary Source 
Reader:  Families Through 
Time Quiz (p. 12) 

https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/275e94322f854355b8f2f0949b43b6b7
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/275e94322f854355b8f2f0949b43b6b7
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://witeng.link/02.02.L07_Display_02_informative_writing
http://witeng.link/02.02.L07_Display_02_informative_writing
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/29ec607d210a4780931e74e552446382
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/29ec607d210a4780931e74e552446382
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/6d76b0a35690422bbdb3df7fb4470c40
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/6d76b0a35690422bbdb3df7fb4470c40
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/6d76b0a35690422bbdb3df7fb4470c40
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/275e94322f854355b8f2f0949b43b6b7
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/275e94322f854355b8f2f0949b43b6b7


 Identify who was involved, what happened 
and where it happened in stories about 
your family and families of the past.   
What can we learn about people and 
events of long ago? 

 

During Reading Activity (p. 5)  
“Chapter Ideas” (p. 8) *Reinforcement Skill  
After Reading Activity (p. 6)  
“Adding Details” (p. 10) *Reinforcement Skill  

￼Interactive-eBook  
TCM Trade Book – Roxaboxen by Alice McLerr 

 

 

MODULE 2 
LESSON 20-25 

ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What was life like in the West for early Americans? 
WRITING: Informative Writing 

FOCUSING QUESTION LESSONS 20-25: What life lesson can we learn from the story of Johnny Appleseed? 

STAGE 1- DESIRED RESULTS 

FOCUS STANDARDS are explicitly taught and practiced throughout the module.  SUPPORTING STANDARDS are practiced throughout the module due to their alignment with 
the study of a particular text but not necessarily explicitly taught. CONTINUING STANDARDS are taught across modules and not listed as focus standards for any particular 
module.  Standards denoted with the asterisk (*) symbol represent the focus standards. 

FOCUS STANDARDS 
READING 

READING LITERATURE  
RL.2.2  
Recount stories, including fables and 
folktales from diverse cultures, and 
determine their central message, lesson, 
or moral. 
RL.2.3 
Describe how characters in a story 
respond to major events and challenges. 
RL.2.9 
Compare and contrast two or more 
versions of the same story (e.g., 
Cinderella stories) by different authors or 
from different cultures. 
 
READING INFORMATIONAL 
RI.2.4 
Determine the meaning of words and 
phrases in a text relevant to a Grade 2 
topic or subject area. 
 

FOCUS STANDARDS 
WRITING  

W.2.2 
Write informative/explanatory texts in 
which they introduce a topic, use facts and 
definitions to develop points, and provide a 
concluding statement or section. 
W.2.5 
With guidance and support from adults 
and peers, focus on a topic and strengthen 
writing as needed by revising and editing. 
W.2.6 
With guidance and support from adults, 
use a variety of digital tools to produce 
and publish writing, including in 
collaboration with peers. 
W.2.8 
Recall information from experiences or 
gather information from provided sources 
to answer a question. 

FOCUS STANDARDS 
SPEAKING/LISTENING  

SL.2.5 
Create audio recordings of stories or 
poems; add drawings or other visual 
displays to stories or recounts of 
experiences when appropriate to clarify 
ideas, thoughts, and feelings. 
SL.2.6 
Produce complete sentences when 
appropriate to task and situation in order 
to provide requested detail or clarification. 

FOCUS STANDARDS 
 LANGUAGE  

L.2.1.b 
Form and use frequently occurring 
irregular plural nouns (e.g., feet, 
children, teeth, mice, fish).and collective 
nouns (e.g. group). 
L.2.2.a 
Capitalize holidays, product names, and 
geographic names. 
L.2.4.a 
Use sentence-level context as a clue to 
the meaning of a word or phrase. 
L.2.4.b 
Determine the meaning of the new word 
formed when a known prefix is added to 
a known word (e.g., happy/unhappy, 
tell/retell). 
L.2.4.c 
Use a known root word as a clue to the 
meaning of an unknown word with the 
same root (e.g., addition, additional). 

STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE  STUDENT FRIENDLY LANUAGE STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE 



 READING 
I can…. 

I can recount a story from different 
cultures. 
I can tell others what the story means by 
using words from the story. 
I can tell others the lesson the story is 
teaching us. 
I can identify the characters in a text. 
I can identify the major events or 
challenges in a text. 
I can describe how characters respond to 
major events and challenges in a text. 
I can find similarities and differences 
between similar stories by different 
authors. 
I can find similarities and differences 
between similar stories from different 
cultures. 
I can accurately define words and phrases 
when I read for information. 

WRITING 
I can…. 

I can write a topic sentence for an 
informative and explanatory text. 
I can use facts to support my topic for an 
informative and explanatory text. 
I can use definitions to support my topic 
for an informative and explanatory text. 
I can write a conclusion sentence for an 
informative and explanatory text. 
I can write about one topic with supporting 
details.  
I can revise my writing with help from 
others. 
I can edit my writing with help from others. 
I can write about one topic with supporting 
details.  
I can revise my writing with help from 
others. 
I can edit my writing with help from others 
I can use a variety of technology tools with 
my teacher’s help to write and share 
projects with my classmates. 
I can use what I know, what I have read, 
and/or what I have learned to write an 
answer to a question. 
 

SPEAKING/LISTINING 
I can… 

I can make a recording of a story or poem 
as I read aloud. 
I can make and use drawings or displays 
to help add details to tell about a story or 
an experience. 
I can speak in complete sentences to give 
someone more information or ask 
questions. 
I can tell the difference between a 
complete sentence and an incomplete 
sentence. 
I can tell what a word means by how it is 
used in the sentence. 
 

LANGUAGE 
I can… 

I can use a noun to tell about a group. 
I can use irregular nouns to tell about a 
group. (e.g. one tooth but four teeth, 
one mouse but six mice). 
I can capitalize holidays, product 
names, and important places (e.g., 
Christmas, Legos, South Dakota). 
I can tell what a word means by looking 
at the root word, and prefix. 
I can tell what a compound word means 
by looking at the two smaller words that 
make up the compound word. 

 

 

STAGE 2- ASSESSMENT EVIDENCE- REQUIRED 

 Major assessments (Focusing Question Tasks, New-Read Assessments, Socratic Seminars, and EOM Tasks) primarily assess module FOCUS STANDARDS.    
It is expected that students will have many learning opportunities that are based on the focus standards before these assessments are assigned. 

ASSESSMENTS 
 
LESSON 20 NR 
Read pages 18–32 of The Story of Johnny Appleseed by Aliki and complete the Story Stones Chart. NR 2 
 
LESSON 22 FQT 
Write an informative paragraph about the lesson of The Story of Johnny Appleseed. FQT 5 
 
LESSON 25 SS 

https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/5800835a7e86447488f1b9c8bcda914d
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/fdbc15b821b546daba729eff2ea083a0


Analyze the two versions of Johnny Appleseed and identify differences between the way the legend is told.  
 
EOM 
Write an informative paragraph comparing the life of one legendary person (either Johnny Appleseed or John Henry) to real-life pioneers and explaining the differences. EOM 
Task 

ANSWER KEYS AND RUBRICS 
Lesson 20: New-Read Assessment 2 Answer Key 
Lesson 22: Focusing Question Task 5 Sample Response 
 

STAGE 3- LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

 MODULE 2 
LESSONS 20-25 

ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What was life like in the West for early Americans? 
WRITING: Informative 

FOCUSING QUESTION LESSONS 20-25: What life lesson can we learn from the story of Johnny Appleseed?  

SMALL GROUP/INDEPENDENT/LITERATURE DISCUSSION GROUPS 

Differentiated Volume of Reading Tier 2 intervention for students who need a 
“double-dose” of Fundations. 

Small group reading with appropriate text 
based on student need. 

Extended independent reading from 
Appendix D of each Wit and Wisdom 
Module unit topics. 

LESSON & 
ASSESSMENTS 

LEARNING GOALS & 
STANDARDS 

TEXT CONTENT FRAMING CRAFT QUESTIONS 
WRITING 

DEEP DIVE 
VOCABULARY/ 

STYLE & CONVENTIONS 

L20 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 274 

 
 Assessment 20A: New-

Read Assessment 2 

Answer questions about 
key details and character 
responses. 
(RL.2.1, RL.2.3) 
 
Generate questions and 
observations about The 
Story of Johnny 
Appleseed. (RL.2.1) 
 
Identify and sort past- and 
present-tense verbs. 
(L.2.1.d) 
 
 
 

The Story of Johnny 
Appleseed, Aliki 
 

WONDER: 
What do I notice and 
wonder about The Story of 
Johnny Appleseed by 
Aliki? 
 
Knowledge Journal Chart 
 
Notice and Wonder Chart 
 
Assessment 20A: New-
Read Assessment 2 
 
Launch TE p. 275 
Learn TE p. 276 
Land TE p. 281 
Wrap TE p. 282 
 

 DEEP DIVE: STYLE & 
CONVENTIONS  
Examine Past-Tense 
Verbs 
 
EXAMINE: 
How do writers use past- 
and present-tense verbs? 
 
 
Launch TE p. 283 
Learn TE p. 284 
Land TE p. 285 
 

https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/8f4da226ef134f98a3fb6de74679c157
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/8f4da226ef134f98a3fb6de74679c157
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/379c6b2b3e6e4885a71405d3ed9dd968
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/02d473054dc6423f88ffaafe78aef0bb
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/5800835a7e86447488f1b9c8bcda914d
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/5800835a7e86447488f1b9c8bcda914d
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://witeng.link/02.02.L10_Display_01_Knowledge_Journal
http://witeng.link/02.02.L20_Display_01_notice_wonder
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/5800835a7e86447488f1b9c8bcda914d
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/5800835a7e86447488f1b9c8bcda914d


L21 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 288 

Comprehend and recount 
what happens in The Story 
of Johnny 
Appleseed. (RL.2.1, RL.2.
2) 
 
Experiment with using a 
digital publishing tool. 
(W.2.6) 
 
Identify and sort regular 
and irregular past-tense 
verbs. (L.2.1.d) 
 
 
 
 

The Story of Johnny 
Appleseed, Aliki 
 
USA Territorial Growth, 
Wikimedia Commons 
 

ORGANIZE:  
What’s happening in The 
Story of Johnny 
Appleseed by Aliki? 

 
Story Stones Chart 
 
Handout 21A: Digital Tool 
Checklist 
 
Handout 21B: Past-Tense 
Verb Sort 
 
Launch TE p. 290 
Learn TE p. 290 
Land TE p. 296 
Wrap TE p. 297 
 

EXAMINE:  
Why are digital tools 
important? 
 
EXPERIMENT: How do 
digital tools work? 
 

DEEP DIVE: STYLE & 
CONVENTIONS  
Examine Irregular Past-
Tense Verbs 
 
EXAMINE: 
Why is knowing irregular 
past-tense verbs 
important? 
 
Launch TE p. 298 
Learn TE p. 299 
Land TE p. 300 
 

L22 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 302 

 
 

 Assessment 22A: 
Focusing Question Task 5 

Determine the lesson 
of The Story of Johnny 
Appleseed and support it 
with key details. 
(RL.2.2, W.2.8) 
 
Craft an informative 
paragraph using a digital 
bookmaking tool. 
(W.2.2, W.2.6) 
 
With support, form and use 
the past tense of 
frequently occurring 
irregular verbs. (L.2.1.d) 
 
 
 

The Story of Johnny 
Appleseed, Aliki 
 

DISTILL:  
What is the lesson of The 
Story of Johnny 
Appleseed by Aliki? 

 
Central Message Anchor 
Chart 
 
Handout 22A: Evidence 
Organizer 
 
Handout 22B: Irregular 
Past-Tense Verbs 
 
Assessment 22A: 
Focusing Question Task 5 
 
Launch TE p. 303 
Learn TE p. 304 
Land TE p. 309 
Wrap TE p. 309 
 

EXECUTE:  
How do I use digital tools 
to make an online book? 
 

DEEP DIVE: STYLE & 
CONVENTIONS  
Execute with Irregular 
Past-Tense Verbs 
 
EXECUTE: 
How do I use irregular 
past-tense verbs? 
 
 
Launch TE p. 310 
Learn TE p. 310 
Land TE p. 311 
 
 

L23 
 
 

Comprehend and recount 
what happens in Johnny 

Johnny Appleseed, Steven 
Kellogg 
 

ORGANIZE:  EXECUTE:  
How do I use digital tools 
to make an online book? 

DEEP DIVE: STYLE & 
CONVENTIONS  

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://witeng.link/02.02.L21_Display_story_stones
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/378233fed26145abbd3cab46dae8dd61
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/378233fed26145abbd3cab46dae8dd61
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/f00843eb2ce74113ad9112ff2c83105c
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/f00843eb2ce74113ad9112ff2c83105c
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/fdbc15b821b546daba729eff2ea083a0
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/fdbc15b821b546daba729eff2ea083a0
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://witeng.link/02.02.L22_Display01
http://witeng.link/02.02.L22_Display01
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/749461f4ad9e4fb5a8a7f7954a31b120
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/749461f4ad9e4fb5a8a7f7954a31b120
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/2e39e6d0d3da4780bc4b3ccc624d967c
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/2e39e6d0d3da4780bc4b3ccc624d967c
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/fdbc15b821b546daba729eff2ea083a0
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/fdbc15b821b546daba729eff2ea083a0


Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 314 

Appleseed. 
(RL.2.1, RL.2.2) 
 
Craft an informative 
paragraph using a digital 
bookmaking tool. 
(W.2.2, W.2.6) 
 
Form and use the past 
tense of frequently 
occurring irregular verbs in 
writing. (L.2.1.d) 

Who Was Johnny 
Appleseed? 
Scholastic News 

What’s happening in 
Johnny Appleseed by 
Kellogg? 
 
Story Stones class chart 
 
Launch TE p. 315 
Learn TE p. 316 
Land TE p. 323 
Wrap TE p. 324 
 

Excel with Irregular Past-
Tense Verbs 
 
EXCEL: 
How do I improve my use 
of irregular past-tense 
verbs in my writing? 
 
 
Launch TE p. 325 
Learn TE p. 325 
Land TE p. 326 
 

L24 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 328 

 
 

Assessment 22A: 
Focusing Question Task 5 

 

Compare and contrast two 
versions of Johnny 
Appleseed. 
(RL.2.1, RL.2.2, RL.2.9,  
W.2.8) 
 
Improve the use of digital 
tools for informative 
writing. (W.2.2, W.2.6) 
 
Use context clues and a 
Frayer Model to develop 
vocabulary knowledge of 
the word shelter. 
(L.2.4.a, L.2.4.e) 
 
 

The Story of Johnny 
Appleseed, Aliki 
 
Johnny Appleseed, Steven 
Kellogg 

REVEAL:  
What does a deeper 
exploration of comparing 
versions reveal in two 
Johnny Appleseed texts? 
 
Handout 24A: Johnny 
Appleseed Comparisons 
 
Assessment 22A: 
Focusing Question Task 5 
 
Handout 24B: Informative 
Writing Checklist 
 
Handout 24C: Frayer 
Model 
 
Launch TE p. 329 
Learn TE p. 330 
Land TE p. 335 
Wrap TE p. 336 
 

EXCEL:  
How do I improve my 
digital book? 
 

DEEP DIVE: 
VOCABUALRY 
Academic Vocabulary 
 
Launch TE p. 337 
Learn TE p. 338 
Land TE p. 339 
 

L25 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 342 

 
 

Vary inflection to improve 
meaning in a discussion of 
the legend of Johnny 
Appleseed. 
(SL.2.5, SL.2.6) 
 

The Story of Johnny 
Appleseed, Aliki 
 
Johnny Appleseed, Steven 
Kellogg 

KNOW:  
How do different stories 
and research build my 
knowledge of the 
legendary Johnny 
Appleseed? 
 

EXECUTE:  
How do I vary inflection 
when participating in a 
Socratic Seminar? 

DEEP DIVE: STYLE & 
CONVENTIONS  
Examine Collective Nouns 
 
EXAMINE: 
Why do writers use 
collective nouns? 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://witeng.link/02.02.L21_Display_story_stones
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/fdbc15b821b546daba729eff2ea083a0
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/fdbc15b821b546daba729eff2ea083a0
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/acf4a7e82c4f4d48bf4f9c88feb8cb63
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/acf4a7e82c4f4d48bf4f9c88feb8cb63
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/fdbc15b821b546daba729eff2ea083a0
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/fdbc15b821b546daba729eff2ea083a0
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/92b915d47509455f94a3e8f71ba90250
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/92b915d47509455f94a3e8f71ba90250
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/fd31bcf7fb744ade9ee13b4ee5118db3
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/fd31bcf7fb744ade9ee13b4ee5118db3
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/2/


Handout 10A: Socratic 
Seminar Self-Reflection 

Describe knowledge and 
skills gained from reading 
and comparing texts about 
the legend of Johnny 
Appleseed. (RL.2.9) 
 
Identify and explain the 
purpose of collective 
nouns. (L.2.1.a) 
 

 
 

Knowledge Journal Chart 
 
Handout 10A: Socratic 
Seminar Self-Reflection 
Story Stones Charts,  
 
Launch TE p. 343 
Learn TE p. 344 
Land TE p. 350 
Wrap TE p. 350 
 

 
Launch TE p. 351 
Learn TE p. 352 
Land TE p. 354 
.  
 

STEP UP TO WRITING 
Correlation to Module 1 Lessons 20-25 

The following lessons assist students in completing the EOM writing task.  Select lessons that will provide the level of support your students may need. 

STANDARDS FOCUS 

Lesson 20-25  Accordion Paragraph  
4th ed. SUW TE p.303  

SOCIAL STUDIES FOR  
Correlation to MODULE 2 Lessons 20-25 

STANDARDS &  
LEARNING GOALS 

FOCUS FORMATIVE PERFORMANCE TASK 
RESOURCES/MATERIALS 

ASSESSMENTS             
WRITING 

G921 Interpret effects of human activities 
on the local environment  
G1021 Examine ways that natural 
resources influence where people settle  
G1022 Examine reasons and ways that 
people, goods, and ideas move from place 
to place  
G1023 Identify diverse groups that have 
come to Arkansas and where they settled  
H1323 Gather information from different 
kinds of sources in response to a 
compelling question about a significant 
historical event  
 

Unit: Communities--Past and Present  
Lesson: Comparing Views of 
Thanksgiving  
  
Essential Question: Why did people 
settle in America?  
  
Supporting Question(s):  
How did the lives of Wampanoag and 
Pilgrims compare to each other? 

 

SSS TE Early America p 178-181, HWP p. 34  
Use the Scholastic “First Thanksgiving” Lessons       

￼  

￼There are three topics with five lessons for each 
topic at this website.  You will be choosing lessons 
from “Daily Life” and “The First Thanksgiving Feast”.  
  
The book If You Were at the First Thanksgiving by 
Anne Kamma will provide additional content for the 
lesson but is not necessary to complete the lesson 
goals.    
BEFORE READING: Tell students that they are 
going to be learning about the daily lives of the 
Pilgrims and the Wampanoag, the native people that 
lived in what is now New England before the arrival 
of the Pilgrims.    
DURING READING: Use the resources in the 
lessons and the Virtual Field Trip to compare and 

  
EXPOSITORY TASK  
The Pilgrims and the 
Wampanoag had many 
routines that helped them 
survive in the wilderness of 
America. Write about the 
routines that both the 
Pilgrims and the 
Wampanoag Indians had. 
Write at least three things 
that each group did 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/61ef31a3b1a647ff8ad306621765ded1
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/61ef31a3b1a647ff8ad306621765ded1
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://witeng.link/02.02.L10_Display_01_Knowledge_Journal
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/61ef31a3b1a647ff8ad306621765ded1
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/61ef31a3b1a647ff8ad306621765ded1
http://witeng.link/02.02.L21_Display_story_stones


contrast the lives of the Wampanoag and 
Pilgrims.  (Interviews)  
Daily Life  

￼First Thanksgiving Virtual Field Trips—Plymouth 
Plantation   
ReadWorks Native American Life Wampanoag  

￼  

AFTER READING: Use the lesson from the “The 
First Thanksgiving Feast” on the website to discuss 
the history of Thanksgiving and to compare the first 
thanksgiving to today’s Thanksgiving. What are some 
traditions that the student’s families have around 
Thanksgiving?  
Complete a Thanksgiving T-Chart  

￼Thanksgiving Then/Now  
Review the Thanksgiving Timeline on the website to 
discover and discuss the evolution of Thanksgiving 
Day into a national holiday and the roles that different 
presidents & Sarah Hale played to make this happen 

 
TCM - Exploring Social Studies: Arkansas Edition 
Student Handbook:  
“Settling in Arkansas” (p. 46)  
TCM - Exploring Social Studies: Arkansas Edition 
Student Handbook:  
“Comparing the Land” (p. 44)  

￼  
Primary Source Reader Coming to America  

￼  

TCM –                                                                          
          Primary Source Reader:  Coming to America  

￼Lesson (pp. 79-88)           

￼  
Primary Source Activity (p. 83)  
“Diverse Dishes” (p. 87) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TCM - Primary Source 
Reader:  Coming to 
America Quiz (p. 88)  

 

MODULE 2 
LESSON 26-32 

ESSENTIAL QUESTION:  What was life like in the West for early Americans? 
WRITING:  Informative Writing 

FOCUSING QUESTION LESSONS 26-32: How do different authors tell the story of John Henry’s life? 

http://www.scholastic.com/scholastic_thanksgiving/webcast.htm
http://www.scholastic.com/scholastic_thanksgiving/webcast.htm
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8G1oEob-IxJUGlsUVE0OGZJYU0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8G1oEob-IxJUGlsUVE0OGZJYU0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8G1oEob-IxJUGlsUVE0OGZJYU0


 STAGE 1- DESIRED RESULTS 

FOCUS STANDARDS are explicitly taught and practiced throughout the module.  SUPPORTING STANDARDS are practiced throughout the module due to their alignment with 
the study of a particular text but not necessarily explicitly taught. CONTINUING STANDARDS are taught across modules and not listed as focus standards for any particular 
module.  Standards denoted with the asterisk (*) symbol represent the focus standards 

FOCUS STANDARDS 

READING 

Reading Literature  
RL.2.2  
Recount stories, including fables and 
folktales from diverse cultures, and 
determine their central message, lesson, 
or moral. 
RL.2.3 
Describe how characters in a story 
respond to major events and challenges. 
RL.2.9 
Compare and contrast two or more 
versions of the same story (e.g., 
Cinderella stories) by different authors or 
from different cultures. 
 
Reading Informational 
RI.2.4 
Determine the meaning of words and 
phrases in a text relevant to a Grade 2 
topic or subject area. 
 

FOCUS STANDARDS 

WRITING  

W.2.2 
Write informative/explanatory texts in 
which they introduce a topic, use facts 
and definitions to develop points, and 
provide a concluding statement or 
section. 
W.2.5 
With guidance and support from adults 
and peers, focus on a topic and 
strengthen writing as needed by revising 
and editing. 
W.2.6 
With guidance and support from adults, 
use a variety of digital tools to produce 
and publish writing, including in 
collaboration with peers. 
W.2.8 
Recall information from experiences or 
gather information from provided sources 
to answer a question. 
 

FOCUS STANDARDS 
SPEAKING/LISTENING  

SL.2.5 
Create audio recordings of stories or 
poems; add drawings or other visual 
displays to stories or recounts of 
experiences when appropriate to clarify 
ideas, thoughts, and feelings. 
SL.2.6 
Produce complete sentences when 
appropriate to task and situation in order 
to provide requested detail or clarification. 

FOCUS STANDARDS 

LANGUAGE  

L.2.1.b 
Form and use frequently occurring 
irregular plural nouns (e.g., feet, children, 
teeth, mice, fish).and collective nouns 
(e.g. group). 
L.2.2.a 
Capitalize holidays, product names, and 
geographic names. 
L.2.4.a 
Use sentence-level context as a clue to 
the meaning of a word or phrase. 
L.2.4.b 
Determine the meaning of the new word 
formed when a known prefix is added to a 
known word (e.g., happy/unhappy, 
tell/retell). 
L.2.4.c 
Use a known root word as a clue to the 
meaning of an unknown word with the 
same root (e.g., addition, additional). 

STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE 

 READING 
I can…. 

I can recount a story from different 
cultures. 
I can tell others what the story means by 
using words from the story. 
I can tell others the lesson the story is 
teaching us. 
I can identify the characters in a text. 
I can identify the major events or 
challenges in a text. 
I can describe how characters respond to 
major events and challenges in a text. 

WRITING 
I can…. 

I can write a topic sentence for an 
informative and explanatory text. 
I can use facts to support my topic for an 
informative and explanatory text. 
I can use definitions to support my topic 
for an informative and explanatory text. 
I can write a conclusion sentence for an 
informative and explanatory text. 
I can write about one topic with 
supporting details.  
I can revise my writing with help from 
others. 

SPEAKING/LISTINING 
I can… 

I can make a recording of a story or poem 
as I read aloud. 
I can make and use drawings or displays 
to help add details to tell about a story or 
an experience. 
I can speak in complete sentences to give 
someone more information or ask 
questions. 
I can tell the difference between a 
complete sentence and an incomplete 
sentence. 

LANGUAGE 
I can… 

I can use a noun to tell about a group. 
I can use irregular nouns to tell about a 
group. (e.g. one tooth but four teeth, one 
mouse but six mice). 
I can capitalize holidays, product names, 
and important places (e.g., Christmas, 
Legos, South Dakota). 
I can tell what a word means by looking at 
the root word, and prefix. 
I can tell what a compound word means 
by looking at the two smaller words that 
make up the compound word. 



I can find similarities and differences 
between similar stories by different 
authors. 
I can find similarities and differences 
between similar stories from different 
cultures. 
I can accurately define words and 
phrases when I read for information. 

I can edit my writing with help from 
others. 
I can write about one topic with 
supporting details.  
I can revise my writing with help from 
others. 
I can edit my writing with help from others 
I can use a variety of technology tools 
with my teacher’s help to write and share 
projects with my classmates 
I can use what I know, what I have read, 
and/or what I have learned to write an 
answer to a question. 

 

I can tell what a word means by how it is 
used in the sentence. 

 

 STAGE 2- ASSESSMENT EVIDENCE REQUIRED 

Major assessments (Focusing Question Tasks, New-Read Assessments, Socratic Seminars, and EOM Tasks) primarily assess module FOCUS STANDARDS.    
It is expected that students will have many learning opportunities that are based on the focus standards before these assessments are assigned 

ASSESSMENTS 
 
LESSON 31 FQT 
Write an informative paragraph that explains how the Keats version of John Henry is different from the Lester version. FQT 6 
 
EOM 
Write an informative paragraph comparing the life of one legendary person (either Johnny Appleseed or John Henry) to real-life pioneers and explaining the differences. EOM 
Task 
ANSWER KEYS AND RUBRICS 
Lesson 30: Focusing Question Task 6 Sample Response 
Lesson 31: Vocabulary Assessment Part 1 Answer Key 
Lesson 32: Vocabulary Assessment Part 2 Answer Key 

 STAGE 3-LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

 MODULE 2 
LESSONS 26-32 

ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What was life like in the West for early Americans? 
WRITING: Informative 

FOCUSING QUESTION LESSONS 26-32: How do different authors tell the story of John Henry’s life? 

SMALL GROUP/INDEPENDENT/LITERATURE DISCUSSION GROUPS 

Differentiated Volume of Reading Tier 2 intervention for students who need a 
“double-dose” of Fundations. 

Small group reading with appropriate text 
based on student need. 

Extended independent reading from 
Appendix D of each Wit and Wisdom 
Module unit topics. 

LESSON & 
ASSESSMENTS 

LEARNING GOALS & 
STANDARDS 

TEXT CONTENT FRAMING CRAFT QUESTIONS 
WRITING 

DEEP DIVE 
VOCABULARY/ 

STYLE & CONVENTIONS 

https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/e2071094e664411985588e7d055b4656
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/8f4da226ef134f98a3fb6de74679c157
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/8f4da226ef134f98a3fb6de74679c157
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/059a274cbd224dc6913b723f8fb41d72
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/986d0c94db864f208dd85396876e9abe
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/1299ee285afd42d997b8c8f093e6756b


L26 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 356 

Notice and wonder about a 
new text. (RL.2.1, L.2.1) 
 
Identify and generate 
collective nouns from 
module texts and real-
world experience. 
(L.2.1.a, L.2.5.a) 
 
 

John Henry: An American 
Legend, Ezra Jack Keats 
 

WONDER:  
What do I notice and 
wonder about John Henry: 
An American Legend by 
Keats? 
 
Handout 26A: Fluency 
Homework 
 
Handout 26B: Collective 
Nouns Brainstorm 
 
Launch TE p. 357 
Learn TE p. 358 
Land TE p. 362 
Wrap TE p. 362 
 

 DEEP DIVE: STYLE & 
CONVENTIONS  
Experiment with Collective 
Nouns 
 
EXPERIMENT: 
How do writers use 
collective nouns? 
 
Launch TE p. 364 
Learn TE p. 365 
Land TE p. 366 
 

L27 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 368 

Identify story elements in 
John Henry: An American 
Legend. (RL.2.2) 
 
Examine the importance of 
understanding feedback. 
(W.2.5) 
 
Use collective nouns. 
(L.2.1.a) 
 
 
 

John Henry: An American 
Legend, Ezra Jack Keats 
 
John Henry and the 
Coming of the Railroad, 
NPS 

ORGANIZE:  
What’s happening in John 
Henry: An American 
Legend by Keats? 
 
Handout 27A: Collective 
Nouns 
 
Handout 26A: Fluency 
Homework 
 
Launch TE p. 369 
Learn TE p. 370 
Land TE p. 376 
Wrap TE p. 377 
 

EXAMINE:  
Why is responding to 
feedback important? 

DEEP DIVE: STYLE & 
CONVENTIONS 
Execute with Collective 
Nouns 

 
EXECUTE: 
How do I use collective 
nouns in my writing? 
 
Launch TE p. 378 
Learn TE p. 378 
Land TE p. 379 
 

L28  
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 382 

Generate observations 
and questions about John 
Henry. (RL.2.1, L.2.1) 
Respond to and apply 
peer feedback. (W.2.5) 
 
Distinguish shades of 
meaning among the words 
related to sound. (L.2.5) 
 

John Henry, Julius Lester WONDER:  
What do I notice and 
wonder about John Henry 
by Lester? 
 
Handout 24B: Informative 
Writing Checklist (to 
project) 
 
Handout 28A: Word Line 

EXAMINE:  
How does revising work? 

DEEP DIVE: 
VOCABULARY  
Word Line 
Launch TE p. 390 
Learn TE p. 391 
Land TE p. 391 
 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/94cd08b6418243d79c2aa0bc19406006
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/94cd08b6418243d79c2aa0bc19406006
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/5094bab3ab3b4c828d8389daee9973cf
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/5094bab3ab3b4c828d8389daee9973cf
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/4cce32c8212c4c08be93b22ca86766fc
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/4cce32c8212c4c08be93b22ca86766fc
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/94cd08b6418243d79c2aa0bc19406006
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/94cd08b6418243d79c2aa0bc19406006
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/92b915d47509455f94a3e8f71ba90250
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/92b915d47509455f94a3e8f71ba90250
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/92b915d47509455f94a3e8f71ba90250
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/5b63084b91b844ef9565a79193164947


 
 

 

Handout 28B: Revise for 
Topic-Specific Words 
 
Launch TE p. 383 
Learn TE p. 384 
Land TE p. 388 
Wrap TE p. 388 
 

L29 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 394 

Identify and discuss story 
elements in John Henry by 
Lester. 
(RL.2.2, SL.2.1, SL.2.4, SL
.2.6) 
 
Identify the structure of an 
informative paragraph that 
describes differences 
between texts. (W.2.2) 
 
Determine the meaning of 
the new word formed 
when the prefix un— is 
added to a known word. 
(L.2.4.b) 

John Henry, Julius Lester 
 

ORGANIZE: 
What’s happening in John 
Henry by Lester? 
 
Launch TE p. 395 
Learn TE p. 396 
Land TE p. 401 
Wrap TE p. 402 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXAMINE/EXPERIMENT: 
 How do I write to explain 
differences between texts? 

DEEP DIVE: 
VOCABULARY 
The Prefix: un- 
 
Launch TE p. 403 
Learn TE p. 404 
Land TE p. 404 
 

L30 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 406 

Identify similarities and 
differences between the 
two versions of the John 
Henry story. 
(RL.2.9, W.2.8) 
 
Combine simple 
sentences into compound 
sentences using 
conjunctions. (L.2.1.f) 
 
 
 

John Henry: An American 
Legend, Ezra Jack Keats 
 
John Henry, by Julius 
Lester; Illustrations, Jerry 
Pinkney 

REVEAL:  
What does a deeper 
exploration of a 
comparison between 
versions reveal in the John 
Henry texts? 
 
Handout 26A: Fluency 
Homework 
 
Handout 30A: Focusing 
Question Task 6 Evidence 
Organizer 
 
Launch TE p. 407 
Learn TE p. 408 
Land TE p. 412 
Wrap TE p. 413 
 

 DEEP DIVE: STYLE & 
CONVENTION S  
Excel with Conjunctions 
 
EXCEL: 
How do I improve my 
sentences using 
conjunctions? 
 
Launch TE p. 414 
Learn TE p. 414 
Land TE p. 415 
 
 

https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/1caa226a7a02408f9e10ee27558d3500
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/1caa226a7a02408f9e10ee27558d3500
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/94cd08b6418243d79c2aa0bc19406006
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/94cd08b6418243d79c2aa0bc19406006
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/1b7cf3085ccf4168b1c554e1b180f423
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/1b7cf3085ccf4168b1c554e1b180f423
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/1b7cf3085ccf4168b1c554e1b180f423


L31 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance  
TE p. 418 

 
 

Assessment 31A: 
Focusing Question Task 6 

 
Assessment 31B: 

Vocabulary Assessment 
Part 1 

 

Identify the lesson of the 
stories of John Henry. 
(RL.2.2)  
 
Use text evidence to 
describe differences 
between two versions of 
the John Henry story. 
(RL.2.9, W.2.2, W.2.8) 
 
Demonstrate 
understanding of module 
words by analyzing correct 
or incorrect use in context. 
(L.2.6) 
 

John Henry: An American 
Legend, Ezra Jack Keats 
 
John Henry, Julius Lester 

 

DISTILL:  
What is the life lesson in 
the John Henry texts? 
 
Handout 32A: Informative 
Writing Checklist 
 
Handout 30A: Focusing 
Question Task 6 Evidence 
Organizer 
 
Launch TE p. 419 
Learn TE p. 420 
Land TE p. 422 
Wrap TE p. 423 

EXECUTE:  
How do I write to explain 
differences between texts? 

DEEP DIVE: 
VOCABLARY 
Direct Vocabulary 
Assessment 
 
Complete the Vocabulary 
Assessment Part 1. 
 
Launch TE p. 424 
Learn TE p. 424 
Land TE p. 424 
 

L32 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 426 

 
 

Assessment 32A: 
Vocabulary Assessment 

Part 2 
 

Recall and extend new 
knowledge about the two 
versions of the John Henry 
story. (RL.2.9) 
 
Demonstrate 
understanding of module 
words by analyzing correct 
or incorrect use in context. 
(L.2.6) 
 
 
 

All Module Texts KNOW:  
How do the two versions 
of the John Henry story 
build my knowledge? 
 
Handout 32A: Informative 
Writing Checklist 
 
Assessment 32A: 
Vocabulary Assessment 
Part 2 
 
Launch TE p. 427 
Learn TE p. 429 
Land TE p. 432 
Wrap TE p. 433 
 

EXCEL:  
How do I improve my 
writing to better explain 
differences between texts? 
 

DEEP DIVE: 
VOCABULARY  
Direct Vocabulary 
Assessment 
 
Complete Vocabulary 
Assessment Part 2 
 
Launch TE p. 434 
Learn TE p. 434 
Land TE p. 434 
 

STEP UP TO WRITING 
Correlation to Module 1 Lessons 26-32 

The following lessons assist students in completing the EOM writing task.  Select lessons that will provide the level of support your students may need. 

STANDARDS FOCUS 

Lesson 26-32 Perfect Paragraphs 
4th ed SUW TE p.209 

 Lesson 26-32 Three-Sentence Paragraphs 
4th ed SUW TE p.211 

 Lesson 26-32 Transitions-Linking Words 

https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/e2071094e664411985588e7d055b4656
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/e2071094e664411985588e7d055b4656
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/3457904f3331482ca795cbd8c8775571
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/3457904f3331482ca795cbd8c8775571
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/3457904f3331482ca795cbd8c8775571
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/#CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.2.2
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/4205fc3cac8b4e499958102db0704052
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/4205fc3cac8b4e499958102db0704052
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/1b7cf3085ccf4168b1c554e1b180f423
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/1b7cf3085ccf4168b1c554e1b180f423
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/1b7cf3085ccf4168b1c554e1b180f423
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/e29f350cdf204277bbd04f1ea49ccb93
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/e29f350cdf204277bbd04f1ea49ccb93
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/e29f350cdf204277bbd04f1ea49ccb93
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/2/
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/4205fc3cac8b4e499958102db0704052
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/4205fc3cac8b4e499958102db0704052
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/e29f350cdf204277bbd04f1ea49ccb93
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/e29f350cdf204277bbd04f1ea49ccb93
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/e29f350cdf204277bbd04f1ea49ccb93


4th ed SUW TE p.213 

 Lesson 26-32 Improving Proving Paragraphs with the ABC Activity 
4th ed SUW p.215 

SOCIAL STUDIES FOR 
CORRELATION MODULE 2 LESSONS 26-32 

STANDARDS & 
LEARNING GOALS 

FOCUS FORMATIVE PERFORMANCE TASK 
RESOURCES/MATERIALS 

ASSESSMENTS 
WRITING 

H.12.2.3 Compare life in your community 
past and present using 
maps, photographs, news stories, 
artifacts, or interviews.  

Unit: Toys  
Lesson: Economic Choice and Wants  
Essential Question: How have toys 
changed over time?  
Supporting Question:  
What were some of the most popular toys 
in the last few decades?  
What toys endured time?  
What toys this year?  
 

December Holiday Lesson Story of 
Toys and Games  
BEFORE READING: Brainstorm with 
students the hottest-selling toys and 
games of the season. Make a list of the 
toys and discuss if they are new to the 
market or if they have been around for 
years. Tell students that there are some 
toys that are popular that have been 
around for many years. Make a list of 
some of those toys such as the Barbie 
Doll & Monopoly.  
DURING READING: Using the websites 
below to share information each day about 
at least two to three toys of the 
past.  Model how to take notes identifying 
2-3 facts on each toy shared. Work with 
students to develop criteria for what 
makes a toy stay popular for a long time. 
Use this to at the end of the week to 
identify ten most popular toys.  
  
Hot List of "History of Toys" Web Sites  
Toys Past and Present PowerPoint  

￼Too Many Toys Lesson Plan  

￼History of Toys and Games Website  

TIME All Time Greatest Toys By 
Decade  

￼Vintage Toys from the 1920’s to the 
1990’s  

￼The National Toy Hall of Fame  
• History of Toys  
• The History of Toys and Games  
• Toys and Games  

  

 

http://www.educationworld.com/a_lesson/03/lp327-01.shtml
http://www.educationworld.com/a_lesson/03/lp327-01.shtml
http://www.ideafinder.com/history/category/toys.htm
http://www.toyhalloffame.org/
http://inventors.about.com/library/inventors/bltoy.htm
http://www.ideafinder.com/history/category/toys.htm
http://www.teachers.ash.org.au/jmresources/toys/children.html


AFTER READING: As a class, have 
students agree on the ten toys that they 
think are the greatest. They need to 
identify which decade the toy was from 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MODULE 2 
LESSON 33-35 

ESSENTIAL QUESTION:  What was life like in the West for early Americans? 
WRITING:  Informative Writing 

FOCUSING QUESTION LESSONS 33-35: What was life like in the West for early Americans? 

 STAGE 1- DESIRED RESULTS 

FOCUS STANDARDS are explicitly taught and practiced throughout the module.  SUPPORTING STANDARDS are practiced throughout the module due to their alignment with 
the study of a particular text but not necessarily explicitly taught. CONTINUING STANDARDS are taught across modules and not listed as focus standards for any particular 
module.  Standards denoted with the asterisk (*) symbol represent the focus standards. 

FOCUS STANDARDS 

READING 

Reading Literature  
RL.2.2  
Recount stories, including fables and 
folktales from diverse cultures, and 
determine their central message, lesson, 
or moral. 
RL.2.3 

FOCUS STANDARDS 

WRITING  

W.2.2 
Write informative/explanatory texts in 
which they introduce a topic, use facts 
and definitions to develop points, and 
provide a concluding statement or 
section. 
W.2.5 

FOCUS STANDARDS 
SPEAKING/LISTENING 

SL.2.5 
Create audio recordings of stories or 
poems; add drawings or other visual 
displays to stories or recounts of 
experiences when appropriate to clarify 
ideas, thoughts, and feelings. 
SL.2.6 

FOCUS STANDARDS 

LANGUAGE  

L.2.1.b 
Form and use frequently occurring 
irregular plural nouns (e.g., feet, children, 
teeth, mice, fish).and collective nouns 
(e.g. group). 
L.2.2.a 



Describe how characters in a story 
respond to major events and challenges. 
RL.2.9 
Compare and contrast two or more 
versions of the same story (e.g., 
Cinderella stories) by different authors or 
from different cultures. 
 
Reading Informational 
RI.2.4 
Determine the meaning of words and 
phrases in a text relevant to a Grade 2 
topic or subject area. 

With guidance and support from adults 
and peers, focus on a topic and 
strengthen writing as needed by revising 
and editing. 
W.2.6 
With guidance and support from adults, 
use a variety of digital tools to produce 
and publish writing, including in 
collaboration with peers. 
W.2.8 
Recall information from experiences or 
gather information from provided sources 
to answer a question. 

 

Produce complete sentences when 
appropriate to task and situation in order 
to provide requested detail or clarification. 

Capitalize holidays, product names, and 
geographic names. 
L.2.4.a 
Use sentence-level context as a clue to 
the meaning of a word or phrase. 
L.2.4.b 
Determine the meaning of the new word 
formed when a known prefix is added to a 
known word (e.g., happy/unhappy, 
tell/retell). 
L.2.4.c 
Use a known root word as a clue to the 
meaning of an unknown word with the 
same root (e.g., addition, additional) 

STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE STUDENT FRIENDLY LANGUAGE 

 READING 
I can…. 

I can recount a story from different 
cultures. 
I can tell others what the story means by 
using words from the story. 
I can tell others the lesson the story is 
teaching us. 
I can identify the characters in a text. 
I can identify the major events or 
challenges in a text. 
I can describe how characters respond to 
major events and challenges in a text. 
I can find similarities and differences 
between similar stories by different 
authors. 
I can find similarities and differences 
between similar stories from different 
cultures. 
I can accurately define words and 
phrases when I read for information. 

WRITING 
I can…. 

I can write a topic sentence for an 
informative and explanatory text. 
I can use facts to support my topic for an 
informative and explanatory text. 
I can use definitions to support my topic 
for an informative and explanatory text. 
I can write a conclusion sentence for an 
informative and explanatory text. 
I can write about one topic with 
supporting details.  
I can revise my writing with help from 
others. 
I can edit my writing with help from 
others. 
I can write about one topic with 
supporting details.  
I can revise my writing with help from 
others. 
I can edit my writing with help from 
others. 
I can use a variety of technology tools 
with my teacher’s help to write and share 
projects with my classmates. 
I can use what I know, what I have read, 
and/or what I have learned to write an 
answer to a question. 

SPEAKING/LISTINING 
I can… 

I can make a recording of a story or poem 
as I read aloud. 
I can make and use drawings or displays 
to help add details to tell about a story or 
an experience. 
I can speak in complete sentences to give 
someone more information or ask 
questions. 
I can tell the difference between a 
complete sentence and an incomplete 
sentence. 
I can tell what a word means by how it is 
used in the sentence. 

 

LANGUAGE 
I can… 

I can use a noun to tell about a group. 
I can use irregular nouns to tell about a 
group. (e.g. one tooth but four teeth, one 
mouse but six mice). 
I can capitalize holidays, product names, 
and important places (e.g., Christmas, 
Legos, South Dakota). 
I can tell what a word means by looking at 
the root word, and prefix. 
I can tell what a compound word means 
by looking at the two smaller words that 
makeup the compound word. 



 

 STAGE 2 – ASSESSMENT EVIDENCE - REQUIRED 

 Major assessments (Focusing Question Tasks, New-Read Assessments, Socratic Seminars, and EOM Tasks) primarily assess module FOCUS STANDARDS.    
It is expected that students will have many learning opportunities that are based on the focus standards before these assessments are assigned. 

ASSESSMENTS 
 
LESSON 34 EOM 
Assessment 34A: End-of-Module Task 

 
ANSWER KEYS AND RUBRICS 
Lesson 34: EOM Task Annotated Sample Response 
Lesson 35:  Informative/Explanatory Writing Rubric 
 

STAGE 3- LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

 MODULE 2 
LESSONS 33-35 

ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What was life like in the West for early Americans? 
FOCUSING QUESTION LESSONS 33-35: What was life like in the West for early Americans? 

SMALL GROUP/INDEPENDENT/LITERATURE DISCUSSION GROUPS 

Differentiated Volume of Reading Tier 2 intervention for students who need 
a “double-dose” of Fundations. 

Small group reading with appropriate text 
based on student need. 

Extended independent reading from 
Appendix D of each Wit and Wisdom 
Module unit topics. 

 

 

 

LESSON & 
ASSESSMENTS 

LEARNING GOALS & 
STANDARDS 

TEXT CONTENT FRAMING CRAFT QUESTIONS 
WRITING 

DEEP DIVE 
VOCABULARY/ 

STYLE & CONVENTIONS 
L33 

 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 436 

Collaboratively draft an 
informative paragraph 
comparing droughts in The 
Buffalo Are Back and The 
Legend of the Bluebonnet. 
(RL.2.2, RI.2.2, W.2.2, W.
2.8) 
 

All Module Texts 
 

KNOW:  
How do the module texts 
build my knowledge of the 
Essential Question? 
 
Handout 33A: Evidence 
Organizer for End-of-
Module Task Practice 
 
Launch TE p. 437 
Learn TE p. 438 
Land TE p. 441 

EXAMINE:  
Why is explaining 
differences between texts 
important? 
 

 

https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/8f4da226ef134f98a3fb6de74679c157
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/daf2df4bee84471699df101df6b1f21d
https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/f25692b5c5b6460b87383b1838acc481
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Wrap TE p. 442 
 

L34 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 444 

 
 

Assessment 34A: End-of-
Module Task 

 
 

Handout 34A: End-of-
Module Evidence 

Organizer 
 

Draft an informative 
paragraph comparing a 
legendary figure with real-
life pioneers. 
(RL.2.2, RI.2.2, W.2.2,  
W.2.8) 
 

The Story of Johnny 
Appleseed, Aliki 
 
John Henry: An American 
Legend, Ezra Jack Keats 
 
Journey of a Pioneer, 
Patricia J. Murphy 
 
John Henry, Julius Lester 

KNOW:  
How do the module texts 
build my knowledge of the 
Essential Question? 
 
Assessment 34A: End-of-
Module Task 

 
Handout 34A: End-of-
Module Evidence 
Organizer 
 
Launch TE p. 445 
Learn TE p. 446 
Land TE p. 449 
Wrap TE p. 450 
 

EXECUTE:  
How do I explain 
differences between texts 
in my End-of-Module Task 
paragraph? 

 

L35 
 
 

Lesson at a Glance 
TE p. 452 

Revise an informative 
paragraph with a focus on 
points and topic-specific 
words. 
(W.2.2, W.2.5, W.2.8) 
 

All Module Texts Know:  
How do the module texts 
build my knowledge of the 
Essential Question? 
 
Handout 35A: Informative 
Writing Checklist 
 
Launch TE p. 453 
Learn TE p. 454 
Land TE p. 455 
Wrap TE p. 456 
 

  

STEP UP TO WRITING 
Correlation to Module 1 Lessons 33-35 

The following lessons assist students in completing the EOM writing task.  Select lessons that will provide the level of support your students may need. 
 

STANDARDS FOCUS 

 Lesson 33-35 Perfect Paragraphs 
4th ed SUW TE p.209 

 Lesson 33-35 Three-Sentence Paragraphs 
4th ed SUW TE p.211 

SOCIAL STUDIES  FOR 

https://greatminds-sso.read.inkling.com/a/b/a8813592ff33431596c49c97fa60a291/p/8f4da226ef134f98a3fb6de74679c157
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CORRELATION MODULE 2 LESSONS 33-35 

STANDARDS & 
LEARNING GOALS 

FOCUS FORMATIVE PERFORMANCE TASK 
RESOURCES/MATERIALS 

ASSESSMENTS 
WRITING 

E421 Discuss the importance of scarcity 
in relation to choices & opportunity cost.  
E422 Explain a decision in terms of 
costs & benefits.  
 

Unit: Toys  
Lesson: Scarcity   
  
Essential Question: Why can’t we have 
everything we want?  
  
Guiding Question:  
What is opportunity cost?  
What does scarcity mean?  
What can you do to help you make better 
decisions? 

 

Too Many Toys Economics Lesson  
BEFORE READING:  Tell students that 
the story they read last week relates to a 
scarcity of room to put all the toys that 
Spencer.  They will be rereading the story 
to learn about how the economic terms, 
scarcity, opportunity cost and limited 
resources relate to the story.  They will 
also get a chance to create their own toy.  
DURING READING: In the lesson, there 
are guidelines for interacting with story 
and discussing the story and the economic 
concepts of the story under 
procedure.  Read the story aloud using 
these guidelines to discuss it from an 
economic perspective.  
AFTER READING: Use the activities in 
the lesson to reinforce student 
understanding of the economic concepts. 
If time permits, students can make their 
own toy out of a box.  
TCM - Primary Source Reader:  Money 
and Trade in Our World  

￼Lesson (pp. 189-198)  
Primary Source Activity (p. 193)  
“Toys Around the World” (p. 197)  
Activities From the Book, Your Turn 

Activity (p. 192)  

   

Primary Source Reader:  Money and 
Trade in Our World  

￼Before and After Reading 
Vocabulary Activities (pp. 190, 192)  
“World Trade Study Mat” (194)  

￼“World Trade Word Cards 
(cards.jpg) for struggling learners  

 

TCM - Primary Source Reader:  Money 
and Trade in Our World Quiz (p. 198)  
  
TCM - Primary Source Reader:  Money 
and Trade in Our World  

During Reading Writing Activity (p. 
191)  
“Big Adventure” (p. 195)  

 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B2OxYfyPmeqgU21KOXc3NURyQms
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BygUCc8vNmjcaDRkMWctbzRzdjQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BygUCc8vNmjcaDRkMWctbzRzdjQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8G1oEob-IxJWURQV3ZZclVlbGc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8G1oEob-IxJWURQV3ZZclVlbGc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8G1oEob-IxJdXBONWpJNEhfS28
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8G1oEob-IxJdXBONWpJNEhfS28

